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Samuels Re-Elected Chair Of National
Prostate Cancer Coalition
15,

port groups to bring organi

President

1997)-- Robert J. Samuels,

States. It is designed to

founder of a prostate cancer

zations and individuals dedi
cated to the elimination of

support group in Tampa, FL,

prostate cancer as a health

has been elected to serve a
second term as chairman of

concern for men and their
families, and to increasing

the National Prostate Cancer

federal funding for prostate

Coalition (NPCC).
Samuels, a member of H.

cancer research.
Samuels served as a

cancer, and the continuing

Lee Moffit Cancer Center &
Research Institute's Hospital

speaker at the President's
Cancer Panel meeting dedi

care of cancer patients and
also the families of cancer

Board and a retired banker, is

cated to "The Responsiveness

patients.

Sturttin Uptown to Majes

a prostate cancer survivor

of the Health Care System to
the Needs of Special

Samuels is a member of
the
National
Cancer

tic Motown!

Populations"
hosted by
Moffit Cancer Center recent

Institute's Prostate Cancer
Progress Review Group and

prostate cancer," says NPCC
President Jay Hedlund.

ly. The Panel monitors the

also serves on the boards of

development and the execu

the

The NPCC was formed
in 1996 by leaders of advoca

tion of the activities of the

Leasing Companies Board,

National Cancer Program,

The

cy, research and survivor sup

and reports directly to the

TAMPA-

(Dec.

who "has been a dedicated
and effective advocate in the
fight to find a cure for

Robert J. Samuels

A Credit Plan For You!
No Money Down!
Free Gift Just For Coming In.
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH!

HOME FURNISHING CENTERS

The Charmettes, Inc.
Annual Holiday Ball

of

the

United

advance the national effort
against cancer by conducting
and supporting research with
respect to the cause, diagno
sis, prevention and treatment
of cancer, rehabilitation from

Florida
Florida

Employee
Aquarium,

TAMPA- Last Saturday
evening, the Charmettes
Inc. of Hillsborough County
held their Annual Holiday
Ball at the West Tampa
Convention Center. The
attire for the ball was semiformal, B.YO.B and Hors
D’oeuvres.
The theme for the ball was
“Puttin

On

The Ritz”,

Ball coordinators: Joyce
Austin, Chairman; Dee
Williams, President and
Ann Haugabook, Co-Chair
man.

Please see photos
on pg. 11

President Dee Williams

Please see pg. 6
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Weed and Seed: Much
Ado About Nothing
by I.W. Williams______________________________________
ST, PE TERSBURG- Every since our erudite police chief
made his views known about the Weed and Seed Program, a
torrent of comments have bombarded our community. After
much introspection, I feel constrained to try and put the whole
matter in the proper perspective.
First I would like to briefly mention our State Attorney and
County Sheriff. The question is, what motivated these two pub
lic servants to intervene in a strictly local situation. The logical
response is because St. Petersburg has its first African-Ameri
can police chief. Personally, because 1 know both of these gen ■
tlemen, I do not subscribe to that viewpoint. However, it is my
considered judgment that they were both off base.in articulat
ing their opposition to the position taken by ChiefDavis.
Wouldn’t the proper and fair approach would have been for
them to sit down with ChiefDavis in aprivate selling and dis
cuss their positions and concerns rather than going public
which they should have known would exacerbate the situation.
Now, addressing the Weed and Seed Program, I wish to
point out that I am not unalterably opposed to the Weed Pro
gram, however, I feel that it is not the solution to our drug prob
lem. The Weed Program is targeting the wrong people.
Several years ago, I wrote an article about the importation of
drugs into our black neighborhoods. The situation is still the
same today.
In that article, I pointed out that African-American do not
own the planes and ships that bring these drugs into our coun
try from Central and South American countries. The ships and
planes are owned by either governments, corporations or per
sons who are not African-Americans. Therefore, shouldn’t the
focus be on those who are getting richer and richer by import
ing these illicit drugs?
The salient question is why is this not being done? One
answer, is the well connected people who are untouchable and
have political and economic ties to the right people in high
places. In my research for that article, some knowledgeable
person told me that if the drug trafficking was stopped, Flori
da, as well as some other states, would go bankrupt Although
this might be an exaggeration, it has the ring of truth.

Local Citizen, Winky Wright T
World Boxing Champion
is his story.
‘T always wanted to box,
but I didn’t have the time when
I lived in Washington,” Wright
stated. “When I came to this
city I found myself with a lot of
extra time so I joined the box
ing club. I was just doing some
thing to be doing it and was
offered a chance to compete
professionally. So I started and
kept winning and now I’m very
proud of my accomplish
ments.” Wright, 26 years old,
went professional in 1990 and
won the championship title
when he fought Bronco
McCant in 1995 in Michigan.
Wright gjves much of the
credit of his success to his faith
and belief in God. He would
also like to be remembered as
one of the world’s greatest box
ers and one that never forgot
his community.
‘T would like to be known
as one of the best boxers in the
world and generate enough
income to take care of my fam
ily and future generations,”
Wright stated. ‘T would also
like to leave a legacy that
demonstrates that with hard
work everything is possible.”
Wright
and
comanager/body guard, Rodney
Brinson aren’t sure when
Wright’s next fight will be, but

I am not minimizing the fact that chugs are a serious problem
in most African-American communities nationwide.
However; in addition to the foregoing observations, there are
other things that should be factored into the equation, visa avis
the illicit drug problem.
A glaring factor is the inequality of the sentencing guidelines
between powdered cocaine which is used primarily by white
drug users and crack cocaine which is primarily used by
African-Americans. The former carries a sentence far less than
5 years, while the latter can result in a virtual life sentence.
Another factor which no one wants to articulate publicly is
the targeting of young black males by the power structure
which is dominated by white males. The question is why? The
answer is simple. It should be remembered that illicit drugs
were not a serious problem in blade communities until school
integration became a major fact of life. Young white, blue-eyed
teenage white girls became enamored over young blade males.
The solution: import chugs into our communities and conning
young blacks to become mules for the powers to be who in turn
is prosecuted and sentenced to long prison terms, thereby mate
rially decreasing the black male presence in the community.
If the Federal authorities would do their job and stop the
importation of drugs, then the Seed money allocated to the var
ious communities could be added to the Seed Program. The
Seed component is much needed and could be effective in
upgrading our community,
I submit the following prescription for the betterment of our
communities:
(1): Our national government should begin a real and effec
tive war on drugs; (2): to implement this war, our government
should take some of the billions of dollars being spent to keep
peace in Bosnia, propping up such countries as South Korea
and use this money to help stop the flow of drugs into our coun
try; (3): The $100,000 allocated for the Weed Program should
be added to the $225 allocated for the Seed Program to make
it more effective and finally, (4): the State Attorney and the
Sheriff should work cooperatively with our Police Chief to
help ensure a safer environment for the citizens of St. Peters
burg.

NPCBW Adopts Thompson Family,
The Nation's First Black Sextuplets

World Champion Winky Wright
ST. PETERSBURGby Jeanie Blue
Recently while visiting
with friends in South St Peters
burg, the Light Middle Weight
World Boxing Champion ,
Winky Wright proudly wears
his championship belt and rem
nants of a swollen left eye.

WASHINGTON,
DCDistrict-bom Thompson sextu
plets Emily Elizabeth, Richard
Linden, Octavia Daniela, Stella
Kimberly and Anne Marie
Amanda received their Christ
mas gifts early, thanks to The
National Political Congress of
Black Women, Inc. (NPCBW).
NPCBW announced that they
were “adopting” the Thomp
son family, the nation’s first
black sextuplets bom without
fertility
treatment.
The

Bill Ttrcker, husband of Dr. Tucker, Ann-Marie Hosang, sister of Mrs.
Thompson, Michael Goldstein, Vice Chairman/CEO Toys "R" Us, Dr. C.
DeLores Tucker, Chair/Convening Founder of National Political Congress of
Black Women, Jacqueline Thompson and the infants: Richard Linden, Emily
Elizabeth, Octavia Daniela, Stella Kimberly and Ann Marie Amanda.

announcement was made by
NPCBW Chair Dr. C. DeLores
Tucker at Children’s Hospital
on the occasion of the Annual
Children’s holiday show which
was attended by the First Lady
Hillarv Rodham Ginton. Mrs

Clinton warmly greeted Mrs.
Jacqueline Thompson and the
sextuplets. In her book, “It
Takes A Village” Mrs. Ginton
recognized Dr.. Tucker and
NPCBW’s work to improve
the quality of life for children.
Dr. Tucker observed that
the proverb-title of the First
Lady’s book “It Takes A Vil
lage” to raise a child will be
truly apropos in the case of the
sextuplets. This was demon
strated by my friends the Presi
dent of Howard University
Patrick Swygert and Toys “R”
Us Vice Chairman/CEO,
Michael Goldstein, who readi
ly responded to my call for
help.

Please see pg. 11

Wright, retained his champi
onship after a successful bout
on December 29th in London,
England, against the #1 con
tender there.
‘T stopped him in the fifth
and broke his nose,” Wright
stated.

Originally from Washing
ton, D.C. Wright, along with
his family moved to St Peters
burg in 1988. It was in that
same year when faced with idle
time on his hands, Wright
decided to join the St. Peters
burg’s Boxing club and the rest

they promise to give their fans
another victory. When this
reporter left the two of them
they were making plans for
their most precious fans, their
children. Wright has two kids
and lives with their mother, just
so you know.

Who Is An American?
by Hugh B. Price
A story in the December
14th New York Times declared
that a joint Times/CBS News
poll had found, as the headline
put it, “Americans Reject
Means But Not Ends of Racial
Diversity.”
The report, which included
graphs and a discussion of the
possible meaning of some of
the statistics, said that “Ameri
cans today endorse the goal of
racial diversity in schools and
offices, but reject some of the
main methods used so far to
achieve it”

Yet in my view, this poll action programs weren’t need
was nbt quite what it seemed, ed to ensure that businesses
even to the Times/CBS News have diverse work forces; 80
pollsters; and therefore its find percent of blacks said they
ings must be regarded in a dif were. Only 35 percent of
ferent more complex way.
whites agreed that affirmative
For one thing, the headline action programs should be con
is wrong. Americans do not tinued “for the foreseeable
reject’ the means to achieve future;” but 80 percent of
diversity: White American blacks said they should.
oppose those means, generally
Even when blacks and
speaking, by significant mar whites agreed on a survey
gins. Black American support question the gaps were striking:
them, generally speaking, by 82 to 95 percent of blacks sipeven more significant margins. ported special educational and
For example, 57 percent of job training programs for
whites said that affirmative
Please see pg. 11
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Local Ebony Scholars On The Move

F.Y.l.
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e^Vancu -L..
^"Whitman
..........

Thomas Angelo Anthony Stewart

Erica Jones

Thomas Angelo Anthony career in the Science field. He
Stewart
lives with his mother, Ms. Glo
Thomas is a Junior at Lakewood High School and will
graduate in June or 1999. He
has not chosen a College or
University but plans to pursue a
degree in Genetics or Chem
istry. Thomas would like a

both the Yearbook and News
paper Staffs at Lakewood High
School.

ria Robinson.
As well as being a member
of the Ebony Scholars Gub,
Thomas is a member of
S.TE.P. (Students Taigeted for
Educational Enhancement), the
wrestling team and has been on

Ericka T’Quia Jones
Ericka is a Senior at St
Petersbuig High School and
will graduate June 4,1998. She
plans to attend Florida A&M
University to pursue a Law

Preston Earl Ford

Degree. Ericka lives with her
mother, Ms. Bonnie R. Flo
rence.
Ericka is a member of
Rojans Service Gub, AKA
Exquisite Gems, Alpha Lead
ership, Spectrum Gub, Multi
cultural Gub and tutors at the
Enoch Davis Center. She is

also a Youth Usher at her
church, Bethel Community
Baptist Church.

Preston Earl Ford
Preston is a Senior at Boa
Ciega High School and will
graduate June 4,1998. He lives
with his mother, Ms. Zella Ford
and plans to attend the Univer

sity of South Florida next fall.
Preston is on, the Football
and Track Teams and is a Med, ical Embassador for the Well
ness Center. He is active in the
community through Boy
Scouts and is an Usher at New
*Hope Missionary Baptist
ichuHshl# i

When you read this article
it will be 1998. Another year
will have passed and most of us
will have reflected upon our
lives of the past year. Did you
accomplish what you wanted
to in 1997 or make all those
positive changes you dreamed
about? I can truly say I wrote a
goals list for 1997 and it con
tained all the normal desires,
i.e., lose weight, increase
income, acquire material pos
sessions, take trips, complete
home chores, write letters to
friends, yada, yada, yada. Yet, I
did accomplish something on
Christmas day that wasn’t on
my list. If it had been, I no
doubt would have accom
plished more this past year. I
accompanied a friend, Freida
Saraga, and delivered food to
people in need of assistance.
Every single person was grate
ful for the gift of food. Most
were elderly who can’t fend for
themselves and need the food
yet suffer from loneliness more
than hunger. This experience
was one of the most enriching I
had in 1997 and it allowed me
to reflect upon my life and the
meaning I give it.
My motivation to help
these people was driven by my
knowing this would be a posi
tive experience. Feeling the
quietness of their solitude, as
their bodies don’t allow for

1

mobility and their eyes can no
longer read or watch TV with
comfort. I understood the
imprisonment of their mind.
They must day dream and
relive memories of youth and
companionship and believe,
well, believe in people like you
and me. What else do they have
besides the government to aid
and help them with their physi
cal needs.
Just as my goals list was
about what I believe my physi
cal needs! feel my charitable
efforts filled a spiritual need
that will improve my ability to
achieve those physical goals. If
the truly impoverished ask
humanity to help them with
their physical needs and those
of us who can and do accept
that offer and receive spiritual
food from that offering, which
in turn translates into personal
progress, what a win/win situa
tion! Now my goals list will
contain what I now call a “real
ity check”. A reality check
means I will help someone less
fortunate than I am who in turn
will help me to realize that my
physical wants and desires are
achieved through my actions
and energy and activity and
personal power. Those who no
longer have the capacity for
such expression represent my
reality check. I hope we all
have a happy new year

Send Us News!
Victoria Neal
ST.
PETERSBURC,Victoria ,Nicole- Neal,
Beverly Kristina Gaines, and
Taborah Montia Miley, our
Ebony Scholars on the Move.

Victoria Nicole Neal
Victoria is a junior at Boca
Ciega High School. She will
graduate in June of 1999. Vic
toria plans to attend the Univer
sity of Florida to pursue a

Beverly Gaines

degree in medicine and special
ize intheOB/G YN fiend.

Taborah Miley

Beverly Kristina Gaines

plans to. attend the University S.T.E.P.- Program (Student!
of Florida , after, gradqa^oi^ in Targeted for :■'Educations
June of 1999. She wants to pur Enhancement).
sue a degree in medicine and
Taborah Montia Milev
would like to have a career in
Taborah is a Junior at
nursing.
Northeast High School and will
Beverly lives with her
grandparents, Mrs. and Mrs. graduate June 4,1999. She has
Philip Jackson. She is a mem not decided on a college or

Beverly is a Junior at St
Petersburg High School and

ber of the Spectrum Club, University, but wants to pursue
Ambassadors Gub, and the a degree in Business with a

Victoria is a member of the
Bethel Metropolitan Baptist
Church, and volunteers with
Hospice of the Florida Suncoast. She lives with her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Neal.

PftOFESSlONAL HAIR CARE PRODUCTS

DESIGN

You Can Find These Products At These Locations:

, CARLA'S HaJR

AFFAIR

321-6802

ARTlSTlc MAtR

Fashion ?

321-4840

oterfrlanl

adt llvris'With her mbftfdrr>M§;

Taborah is on Northeast’s

Deborah Miley, t

upcoming issue.

"THANKS TO BARNETT BANK - OUR
PRAYERS HAVE BEEN ANSWERED"
Reverend James Lee said when the
St. Matthew’s 1st Missionary Baptist Church

Creative-N-sms

wanted to "buy a nearby house for a parsonage:

321-9322

CenteR Stage Un!sex Salo’n

Yogi's Hair Studjo.
328-1900

A-Queen Beauty Salon

ANGELA'S HAIR SAFARI

327-5241

323-4840
, C & C Ha(r Design
rH 447-3090

merit

Girls Basketball»Teamr She

That’s what

BY DESlGN ™

ESSENTIALS”

career in Business. Manage-/

If you have informa
tion that might make a
good article for this
paper, send it in, and
’ wd*lTtry'lo useTTin an"

327-4074

/ Helen's Beauty Salon

\

327-5182
Robert's Hair SaLOn
866-7070

■: ' Emerald Qty 'J
447-4548

"As a Church, we are not required to keep the kinds offinancial records which
most banks want before making a loan. After being turned down by one bank
we decided to go see Barnett. They helped us put together all the documents
and figures we needed. Every time there was a stumbling block, they took us
around it. Barnett walked us through the process to make sure we could qualify
for the loan.
Thanks to Barnett,, this house of the Lord now has a home."

If you are looking for a bank that has faith in you,
call Barnett - we want to answer your prayers too.

Y)urBankForLife.
Since 1877
All Barnett Banks are insured by the FDIC.
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THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best lead
the world from racial antagonism when it accords to every
man, regardless of race, creed or color, his human and
legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no man... the Black
Press strives to help every man in the firm belief that all
men are hurt as long as anyone is held back.

Try To Do Your Best
by Hugh B. Price______ __
Many of us are lucky

ter job educating our youth

enough to have had, when we

and who will hold educators

were children and teenagers,

and elected officials account
able for their actions, good or

not only parents, but other
adults, to guide us to keep us
on the path of achievement.
For some, it was an aunt
or uncle, grandmother or
grandfather, older cousin or
big sister or brother. For oth
ers,

it

was

that

special

teacher, in chemistry or math
or English or History. For still
others, it was the track or
football or basketball coach.
Or...

gram for young adults between
the ages of 16 and 22 that uses
performance to enable them to
make the transition from
school, which is where they are
now, to the world of work.
The Development School
for Youth is structured as a 12
act “play” in which the stu
dents, most of them in high
school, perform as leaders in a
variety of “scenes.” These are
some of the scenes in which the

The Importance
of Family
Rededication
At first glance, these

Eagles Society,

a tribal

couples are worlds apart.

organization of elders that

different

works with children on

parts of the country. Their

the reservation where the

National Achievers Society,

ethnic and cultural back

couple has lived for 37

that

award jackets,

grounds are as different as

years, says the purpose of

badges, and sashes to stu
dents who achieve academ

their political and reli

the group is to pass down

gious affiliations. To the

their cultural and ethnic

ically and do good works in

undiscerning

beliefs to the next genera

their communities. Karl Kani,

share very little in com

tion. “The group wants to

the fashion designer, is
designing jackets and logos

mon. But a closer look

pass on tradition and cul

reveals

ture to the children,” she

for the program.

share what

will

modeled on the McKnight
Achievers Society in Florida
that was established a decade
ago by Dr. Israel Tribble, Jr.
president of the Tampa-based
Florida Education Fund and
an Urban League trustee.
That program has inducted a
total of 14,000 black young
sters in the state. The first

live

in

eye,

these

is

they

couples

truly impor

said.

“In

our

culture,

tant: commitment to their

grandparents

marriages and their fami

pushed aside, it’s impor

lies. That is exactly why

tant for them to share

along with 30,000 other

their rituals, songs,

couples recently met in

experiences with the chil

Washington D.C.’s RFK

dren.”

Stadium in an unprece
dented

affirmation

of

marriage.

aren’t

and

Passing on traditional
family values in a struc
tured environment is why

Recognizing

the

Charles Ballard founded

importance of the marital'

the

Institute

for

commitment is the prima

Responsible

ry reason why Talil and

Married for 17 years to

Ghanda Aziz, of Warren,

Frances Ballard, Charles

Michigan, who have been

said the institute provides

married

a better quality of life for

young people-until I identi

induction ceremony for the
National Achievers Society is
scheduled for the late spring;
Gen. Colin L. Powell (U.S.
Army-ret.) will preside over
the ceremony.

fied and understood the "bar

We're also designating

gain" that is at the heart of all
of these relationships.

thanks from us.
I've often marveled at the
devotion these adults show,
and I used to wonder what it
was they got out of helping

14 years made

the tred to the nation’s

children

capitol.

young

Fathers.

by

teaching

men

parental

everything to me. I can

responsibility.

Ballard,

September as "Achievers'

see myself through my

who was raised in a sin

“Family means

Month" and will expand our

family,” said Tali, who

gle-parent

That bargain between

annual one-day "Doing the

has been in the United

found himself repeating

adult mentor and his or her

Right Thing" event into a

States 11 years and is a

the same vicious

charge can be put very sim

month-long series of pro

permanent resident.

when

ply. I devote myself to helping

grams celebrating youths'

Blinded 15 years ago

you. You try your best to do

achievements. More than
38,000 young people partic

during the Iran-Iraq war,

ting rock bottom in every

Talil said the foundation

way conceivable, Charles

ipated

on which he and his wife

was able to turn his life

have build their marriage

around. He wants to be
able to help other young

your best.
That bargain is at the
heart of the Campaign for

in

this

year's

September 20 celebration.

he

home

also

cycle

became

an

unwed father. After hit

African- American Achieve

Finally, with generous

is “and always has been”

ment we at the National

their commitment to one

men who find themselves

the

support from the State Farm
Life Insurance Companies,

another. A commitment

in similar discouraging

Congress of National Black

we'll soon launch a media

that even he did not thor

situations to do the same.

Churches have launched with

campaign to spread our mes

oughly understand until

“The family is the core of

nearly a score of black pro
fessional and fraternal orga

sage across the airwaves. We
do have among our coalition

after he returned home

society.”

from the war. Blinded, he

This

nizations.
We-our

the wherewithal to be effec

Urban

League

and

coalition

in

volves such organizations as
black fraternities and sorori

tive.
For one thing, the reach
of our coalition partners with

offered

the

woman

he

should

common

be

core

the

belief

loved, the woman who

among all the couples this

had promised to marry

upcoming year as we con

him before this handicap,

sider Blessings for ‘98.

an honorable way of her

Let

us

place

more

ties, the National Bar
Association, and National

in Black America is broad

promise. She would have

emphasis on

and deep. As Bishops John

none of it. “I will marry

ourselves, making a better

Black Child Development
Institute-intend to increase

Hurst Adams and Roy L.H.
Winbush of the Congress of

you no matter what,” she

life for our mates, our

said. “When you are in

children, our family and

love, you have a goal to

the community in general.

the already large number of

National

Black

Churches

their

improving

African-American youngsters

pointed

eight

get married,” said Talil.

We should all thank

who are doing well in their

denominations alone encom

“When you get married

God and make a commit

schools and in their commu

pass 20 million people. And

you have a goal to have

ment as we

nities. We intend to help
schools in our communities

25 of the Urban League's 115

children. When you have

another year to rededicate

affiliates will take the lead in

kids,

ourselves,

become places wher effective

organizing a comprehensive
mobilization of the Campaign

goal to make them use for

refocus on the importance

for society.”

of family commitments.

learning can and does occur,
We intend to enlist the aid of

out,

in their communities to show

you have another

Elaine

and

Charles

enter into

rejoice

many adults in these commu
nities by a disorganized com

the country how this can be

Quivers, of Pine Ridge

the

done.

Reservation believe in the

together will surely stay

munity environment.
Our task is to counteract

We will not fail if we fol
low the guidelines of that

same philosophy. Married

together

the anti-achievement peer
culture that has ensnared

eternal bargain adults have

some of our youth and con

always offered young people,
a bargain that has always

vince them that achievement

been part hope, part plea-and

matters. And it is to create a
movement whose members

part command: We devote
ourselves to your well being.

demand that schools do a bet

You try to do your best.

We Welcome Your tetters to the Editor

47 years, they have five

that

prays

Let each of us give

children and credit the

this some thought,

stability of their union to

lets make a better place, a

traditional

better community and a

values

and

their spiritual beliefs.
Elaine,
Director

who

of

the

is

and

big difference in all that
the

Grey

time. Many of these adults
have told me how it has been
developmental for them, too!
A scene that was recently
added to our development play
was directed by one of our sup
porters, the owner of an adver
tising agency. This advertising
executive and members of his
staff met with the young people
to develop an advertising cam
paign for their Development
School for Youth as a way to
show them something of how
the advertising business works.
As part of creating the “cam
paign,” the young people were
organized in to a “focus group”
where they came up with a slo
gan to describe the leadership
training program: SCHOOL
ASH'SHOULD BE.

by Hugh B. Price
A colleague and I were
talking recently about the dis
tressing news of the poor per
formance of black seventhgrade school pupils in reading
in the suburban Washington,
D.C. jurisdiction of Prince
George’s County, Maryland.
There, in a county that is 62
percent African American (and
those African Americans are
basically working class and
middle class), 81 percent of
white pupils passed the reading
test, 75 percent ofAsian-Amer
ican students passed the tests,
and 46 percent of HispanicAmerican pupils passed the
test, but only 40 percent of
African-American
pupils
passed the test.
My colleague, visibly
upset, responded by telling me
this story of his childhood. ‘Tor
all my adult life,” he said, Tve
had to acknowledge that I don’t
know, because I never read,
most of the fairy tales and
comic books that comprised
the typical child’s reading list of
the 1950s.
‘T never read those tales
because I was too busy, too
enthralled with reading the
twenty-volume 1947 edition of
the World Book encyclopedia,
and with flipping through the
newspapers and magazines that
lay on the floor, on tables, and

I out of 2
teens in
America
has taken
drugs, |
I out of 2
parents i
doesn’t
seeit.

In addition to such basic
performance requirements as
being ready to go on stage, on
time and “in costume” for each
scene, the students are expected
to do the homework assign
ments based on the exercises in
Let’s Develop! - the marvelous
book by Dr. Fred Newman is
our textbook. They also pro
duce a professional resume,
and take part in a mock job
interview. All 17 members of
the Spring class were placed in
paid summer internships. We
are enormously proud of the
rave reviews our students
received, with several of them
being invited to come back
next summer or offered perma
nent part-time jobs after school.
The current class consists

of 14 young people, who grad
uated on December 17. Like
the first group of trainees, the
class is very heterogeneous. It
includes

a

Muslim

young

woman, a 15-year old from
Hong Kong whose family
came to New York two years
ago, a Jewish young man who
is a freshman at John Jay Cob
lete (at 22 he is our elder states
man), several young people

unconnected to the world at
large.
As the co-director of the
DSY, I’ve also been perform
ing. At The Development
School for Youth and the All
Stars, we’re participating with
tile young people in creating
new developmental perfor
mances for all of us, and
together are learning in a great
deal in the process.

whose parents are recent immi
grants from the Caribbean, and
African American youngsters.
In the Development School
for Youth, young people are
performing ahead of them
selves, doing more than they
are “scheduled” to do, stepping
outside the fixed identities that

The human brain is
made up of more than
eight billion cells.

keep them undereducated and

we do and say this year.

Happy New Year to All!

on chairs in the living room of
my family’s apartment in
Chicago. I read anything I
could get my hands on, includ
ing the Reader’s Digest Con
densed Books series they also
subscribed to. I didn’t need
fairy tales and comics; this was
the reading that took me far
beyond the world of Chicago’s
South Side ghetto.
“My father, who was a
longshoreman all my life, and
my mother, who was a home
maker until I was a teenager,
had bought the World Book set
brand spanking new when my
brother was bom in late 1946”.
“I don’t know what dam
age buying the World Book set
did to my parents’ finances. 1

home, they need to look in the
mirror and ask whether they’ve
done all that they can do and
must do to make certain they
have put their own children on
course, and that their children
are staying there.
They need to ask them
selves: Do they have books,
newspapers, and magazines
prominently available in their

Gone are the days when a fac
tory worker could earn a decent
wage off the sweat of their
brow and the strength of their
back. Now and in the future,
the strength and suppleness of
one’s mind is the only route to
that end.
That means that if you can’t
read: You can’t handle the
word problem in algebra. You
reading
home? Do they read with their can’t handle the
assignments
in
social
studies.
youngsters at home, and
encourage their youngsters to You haven’t a prayer of writing
read by themselves? Do they well. You won’t be able to nav
monitor how their children are igate the Internet. You won’t
doing in school? Do they talk pass the reading test to become
with teachers about how their and auto worker. You won’t do
children are faring? If this is well enough on the Scholastic
beyond them, do they seek out Aptitude Test to get into col
the help of pastors and friends? lege, much less handle the
do know that that purchase was
In saying this, we at the at workload once you get there.
the single most important foun the National Urban League are And on and on.
dation of my life. For me, read doing more than just talking the
We’re all conscious at this
ing and absorbing all sorts of
talk, to use a popular expres time of the year of the presents
information, as much by acci sion. Our new Campaign for we give to others‘as expfesdent as by design, became as African-American Achieve sions of our love. And perhaps
fundamental as breathing.”
ment is intended to help black we parents are more conscious
I understood then why he parents and their communities, at this time of year of our wish
found the news from Prince put their children on the path to to give our children what
George’s County’s so painful. high scholastic performance they’ll need for a productive,
bountiful life.
It’s painful to many black par and keep them there.
This distressing news about
ents there, too. They’re up in
Finding and pursuing that
arms. And they should be. It’s path is more critical than ever, the racial gap in reading scores
inexcusable that the school dis says James Comer, the child in Prince George’s County
trict, any school district, should psychiatrist
and
school should remind us adults that we
allow this to happen. So, those reformer, because, for the first owe our children another gift,
who manage the educational time in human history, individ too, a gift which can help them
system must be taken to tasks.
uals need a good education in discover the power of their
But when the parents go order to earn a good living. intellects; th gift of literacy.
For that, reading is funda
mental.

“I have tried to be honest. To be honest is to confront the truth. How
ever unpleasant and inconvenient the truth may be, I believe we must
expose andface it if we are to achieve a better quality ofAmerican life. ”
'
'- Martin Lu

“Why Not Hire
The Best”
After my accident, I knew I needed good legal
advice... but I thought I couldn't afford it. Then,
I learned that personal injury lawyers accept
cases for contingent fees and it costs no more to
hire a highly experienced personal injury
lawyer!
Regardless of your financial situation, if

and

Remember too, that
family

Black Empowerment

Reading Is Fundamental

They

ways in which many of us
who are now adults benefited
from adult guidance are end
less. the very lucky ones had

welfare with no thought of
.material, gain for themselves,
or often,' even ' a* word of

learn. It is a rigorous threemonth leadership training pro

first group of 17 trainees who
were graduated last May per
formed: a tour of New York
Stock Exchange, conducted by
a retired managing director of
Merrill Lynch; a visit to the
ABC-TV television studios in
midtown, led by a senior writer
chi a popular daytime show; a
public speaking class taught by
a professional actor; classes in
computer proficiency, resume
writing, and dressing for suc
cess; and a two-day visit to
Washington, D.C. during
which the students made pre
sentations to members of Con
gress on issues of concern to
youth. All of these workshops
are led by adult professionals
who are supporters of the program and who volunteer their

We are organizing a
national honors society, the

The honors group is

devoted themselves to our

by Dr. Lenora Fulani
The Development School
for Youth, a project I co-direct,
employs a new performancebased educational approach
that challenges the prevailing
view of how young people

bad.

You get the idea. The

a series of these kind of men
tors who in various ways

This Way For

you are injured, the contingent fee
The average

system allows you to hire a skilled

woman would

personal injury attorney to handle

rather have

your injury claims. We do not charge

beauty than

for our legal services unless your

brains because

case is settled or won.

the average
man can see
better than he
can think.
- Anonymous

ATTORNEY AT LAW
NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II
Tampa; 205 West Buffalo Ave., Suite 103
Tampa, FL 33603 - (813) 237-3560
Clearwater/St. Petersburg - (813) 443-1835
Brandenton/Sarasota - (813) 748-2952
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22nd St Redevelopment Will Hold Town Meeting

LJRG
by
Bob Gilder

A lot of projects are
or are already under
way that will change this his
toric street. Other ideas are
being considered by various
parties. Now is the time for
everyone to hear what is on the
drawing board and to put for
ward their ideas. We need to
planned

TOGETHER
ST. PETERSBURG- The
combination of citizen .partic
ipation and active neighbor
hoods has contributed to the
improvement of the quality of
life in our city. It is most impor
tant in the Challenge 2001
Area, where we continuously
strive to create programs and
provide leadership that will
empower citizens to obtain any
support they need. Meeting
challenges of today’s urban
community plays an important
role in preserving and improv
ing what is best about our city,
our people.
In that regard, The REnaissance Vinoy Hotel, Bayfiont
Medical Center and Gulf Coast
Gray Line sponsors a program

human kind. The program
objectives are:
(1). To broaden potential
neighborhood leaders’ under
standing ofthe community; (2).
To expand the pool of skilled
neighborhood leaders; (3). To
encourage the establishment of
networks among neighborhood
leaders and (4). To enhance the
ability of neighborhoods to
resolve problems on their own
or in cooperation with other
neighborhood institutions.
Acceptance into the pro
gram is based on civic involve
ment and commitment to
addressing neighborhood con

cerns. Currently all sessions are
full. C.0.NA has accepted 24
applicants from every neigh
called the Council of Neigh borhood in St Petersburg and
borhood Associations of South will not accept any applications
Pinellas County or C.O.N.A. until December,1,1998.
Neighborhood Leadership Pro
There is a $25 fee for indi
gram. This program ensures St viduals who are accepted in the
Petersburg continuing base of program that covers workbook
knowledgeable and talented materials. If you have any
people ready to step into lead questions or comments please
ership positions for the good df call John Clark at 893-4110.

Local
FAMU
Graduate

NEWS DEADLINE
IS 4 PM MONDAY

build consensus, then support
where possible, about the
future of Mercy Hospital, Man
hattan Casino, loan programs
available to small business
owners, job training and eco
nomic development initiatives,

ST. PETERSBURGAlso on the invitation list is
The 22nd Street Redevelop the Coalition of African Amer
ment Corporation will join ican Leadership, The School
forces with the 22nd Street Board, The Boys and Girls
Business and Property Owners Club, The City of St. Peters
Association to host a town hall burg, St. Petersburg Economic
meeting on Wednesday, Janu Development Corporation, St.
ary 14,1998 in the Jordan Park Petersburg Employment and
Community Center located at Economic Development Cor
2240 9th Avenue South. The poration, the St. .Petersburg
meeting will begin at 6:00 p.m. Housing Authority, The Weed
Notices about the meeting and Seed Steering Committee
are being sent to all of the and several other groups that
neighborhood associations that have voiced interest or concern
border 22nd Street South about plans for the redevelop
between 5th and 22nd Avenues ment of 22nd Street South
and the Jordan Park Resident between 5th and 22nd Avenue
Management Corporation.
South.

Holiday party
trays, fresh,
made to order,
call for details

2 Phone Lines For Your Convenience

327-8309 & 328-8309
S^SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
FRAMING
SPECIAL

$29.95
Reg. $74.95
Up To 24" x 36"

AFRICAN ART CALLERY
AND CUSTOM FRAMING, INC.
Gift CERTificATES
AvAikblE

SpECiAliziNq IN AfciCAN ARTS,
AMERICAN ARTS, clorllES,
CRAfrs ANd JEU/ElRiES

1907 Drew Street, CIearwater, FL 54625
(815) 461'5552 • (815) 4474728 Fax
EMAIL: JOELADE@IX.NETCOM.COM

All

Why not.
ADVERTISE IT IN THE

Weekly
Challenger?
You'll be happy
TO SEE HOW
REASONABLE OUR

Call

896-2922

OR COME IN TODAY:

2500 9th St. S.
St. Petersburg

L-R: Alvin Porter, Jr., Elder Jasper Hardy, Jewell Lovett, Willie Mims, William Howard, Joe Yates,
Wesley Sheffield, Councilman Ernest Fillyau and Columbus Brinkley.

...uAete, tYn itedk
fcwtify tUM, fan.
oven. J 9 tfoevto

Shanna Elaine Harvey,
daughter of Harry and Gloria
Harvey, graduated December
12, 1997 from Florida A&M
University’s Fall Commence
ment Activities. Shanna is a
1993 graduate of Osceola High
School. She finished with a BS
in Psychology and plans to
continue at FAMU toward an
advanced degree in Elementary
Education.
While at Osceola Shanna
was a member of the Asrista
Academic Honor dub, served
as homecoming queen, and ran
cross country during her senior
year.
The commencement key
note speaker was John Thomp
son, General Manager of IBM
North America, White Plains,
New York. He noted that this
years graduates are the first
graduate from FAMU the
number one University in
America.

LIKE TO SELL?

RATES ARE.

The meeting is open to the
general public.
For more information con
tact Wessley Sheffield at 8673050 or Askia Muhammad
Aquil at 821-6897.

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS
Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser
HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?
Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God given power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

I was having bad luck, mis- ,
erable and it seemed like
everything was against
me.Just a few visits to Rev.
Mother Superior Williams
and now I'm doing fine with
a good home and good man
who loves me.

NEW HOURS:
Mon. - Sat. 11:00 AM - 9 PM
Closed Sunday

Shanna Elaine
Harvey

SOMETHING YOU'D

etc.

400 - 49th ST. SO.

t

Do YOU HAVE

-Hillary Williams

la

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends'/ene
mies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or
false; How to gain the love you most desire, control or influence
the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky
numbers: She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She
will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,
luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of
all kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to
remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
helped and freed from all your troubles?
Don't fail to call or write to her today.

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813) 874-5581
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a year later

ince the civil disturbances of October and November, 1996,
St. Petersburg has focused its attention on the inner city.
Local, state and national government, the county school board,
St. Petersburg’s business community and its neighborhoods have
joined together to level the playing field in St. Petersburg. Here
are just some of the achievements that have been accomplished
since Mayor Fischer unveiled Challenge 2001 in May, 1997. The
boundaries for the Challenge 2001 Area are as follows: Central
Avenue on the north, 30th Avenue on the south, 34th Street on
the west and 4th Street on the east. The Challenge 2001 initiative
will focus on the following areas:

Computer Lab at Wildwood Recreation Center

Fire Department Block Party

Economic EQUITY
TARGET:

COMMUNITY renewal
TARGET:

EDUCATION
TARGET:

Reduce unemployment in the Challenge
Area - provide 2,500 new jobs by 2001.

Area by 25% by the year 2001.

Challenge Area, ages 18 to 29, with at least a high school diploma.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS:

ACCOMPLISHMENTS:

ACCOMPLISHMENTS:

♦

The St. Petersburg Housing Authority has received a grant of $27

135 city employees are tutors or mentors in the Challenge Area.

Academy Prep and new restaurants.

million for the renovations of Jordan Park and the surrounding

Through St. Pete Reads, volunteers are reading to young chil

area.

dren at nine pilot sites.

Since 1993, $30 million has been

The U.S. Secretary of Education, Richard Riley hosted a

invested with 365 homes purchased

Religious/Education Summit on September 19,1997 at USF St.

and 1,042 homes rehabilitated

Petersburg to help improve education for children.

through the W.I.N. (Working to

All city centers in the Challenge Area have computer labs with

3,000 residents have sought assistance.
Businesses in the Challenge Area received $199,432 in tax cred
its, and $200,000 more in loans for capital.
30 individuals,ages l6to 24,"are enrolled in Youthbuild Plus
where high school dropouts learn construction skills and train
for their G.E.D.
HUD will back $12 million in loans to create jobs and spur eco
nomic development throughout the community.

♦

Increase the number of individuals in the

176 new jobs by companies such as Walgreens, Vencor Hospital,

Enoch Davis Center placed 183 individuals in jobs. More than

♦

Increase housing values in the Challenge

The city, Small Business Administration and private sector are
working to establish a Small Business Development Center.

Improve Our Neighborhoods)

....

^.E.D. software that provides self-help for anyone studying to

Coalition.

pass the G.E.D. In the.coming year, these sites"will all offer ‘

76 rehabilitation loans have been

G.E.D. classes.

approved totaling $755,000.

The Pinellas County School Board is building a brand new 16th

Campbell Park has received a new

Street Middle School on 16th Street South in the Challenge Area,

gymnasium, new pool, ballfield, and
other miscellaneous renovations in
the amount of $2.42 million.

_

,

Operation Commitment, an intensive
six-month neighborhood improvement program, will be con
ducted in every Challenge neighborhood during the next three
years. Wildwood Heights completed Operation Commitment in
June, 1997. Harbordale, 13th Street Heights and Perkins neigh
borhoods are now underway.
Enoch Davis Center
hosts 172 agencies
The S.B.A. and owner of
Onyx Beauty Supply meet

A volunteer helping

Campbell Park Recreation Center & Pool

YouthBuild of St. Petersburg
After

Before

PUBLIC SAFETY
TARGET:

Lower crime and

•

county’s 500 Role Models of Excellence

improve community relations.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
•

•

•

developed C.O.P.S. (Caring Officers

dents to establish tenant patrols.

cers volunteer their time to read weekly
to young children at inner city

moving into neighborhoods through two

preschools.

call-in radio program every Tuesday

Awareness and Response Team) was

morning on WRXB(159OAM) radio.

problems from developing.

• Donate computers, printers or any kind of

• Join your neighborhood association or crime
watch.
If you have any questions or comments please

46 crime watch meetings have been held
in the Challenge Area.

•

• Tutor or Mentor Youth.

Police Major Cedric Gordon, hosts a

The C.A.R.T. Program (Community

sions in the community and help avoid

•

police officers have joined with resi

More than a dozen police officers are

•

In three housing developments, Jordan

The Library and the Police Department

percent over the same period last year.

established. Volunteers are alert to ten

•

Park, James Park and Graham-Rogall,

Present Storytime), in which police offi

•

held here in St. Petersburg.

project.

Crime in the Challenge Area is down 12

innovative homeowner programs.
•

18 police officers participate in the

Everyone in our community needs to play
a role in revitalizing all of St. Petersburg’s
neighborhoods. Here’s what you can do;

55 Wrice Process anti-drug marches

The Police Department will add 21

were conducted. This past year, the

police officers to the force.

National Drug Fighters Reunion was

Neighborhood Patrol

call Claude Williams at (813) 893-7894 or fax
to (813) 893-7719 .Of write to: Challenge 2001,
P.0. Box 2842, St. Petersburg, Fl. 33731. |^||
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IHbute To A Worthy Scout

Samuels
Re-elected
from P.1

Community Bulletin Board

Community Foundation of
units and over 3200 volunteers.
The honor bestowed upon

Roosevelt Powell
by I.W. Williams
ST. PETERSBURG Tuesday, December 9, 1997
will be a date long remembered
by Roosevelt Powell and his
lovely wife, Bettie. On that
memorable evening, the West
Central Florida Council of the
Boy Scouts ofAmerica award
ed its Silver Beaver Award, to

Powell at the awards banquet
held at the Sheraton Sand Key
Hotel.
The Silver Beaver Award is
the highest award that a scouter
can receive. The award given
for outstanding service to youth
is recognized worldwide. The
award is all the more remark
able because the West Central
Council has some 242 scouting

Tampa

Bay,

and

Junior

Achievement. He has served

Powell is all the more memo
rable in light of the fact that the
recipient has only been in the
scouting
program
since
November 1988, when he
completed his Boy Scout Fast
Starting Training Program. In
the interim, he has moved
rapidly up the ladder of leader
ship to District Commissioner

cancer center, is a 162-bed

in 1995.
Although, very active in the

dedicated solely to preven

scouting movement, Powell is
involved in many other worth
while endeavors, including but
not limited to, serving in sever
al capacities at First Baptist
Institutional Church, delivering
Meals on Wheels for Neigh
borly Senior Services, Congre
gations United For Community
Action (CUCA), Hospice of
the Florida Suncoast and Color
Me Human, Tampa Bay.
I am sure that the late Char
lie Tutson, the architect of
scouting for young AfricanAmerican boys in St Peters
buig is looking down on him
and smiling, wherever he is.

as a director of The Tampa
Chamber of Commerce, The
Tampa Bay Alliance of Black
Professionals and has been
involve in many other busi
ness and civic associations.
Moffit,

a

National

Cancer Institute designated
hospital and research facility
tion, treatment and cure of
cancer.

“Racial understanding is
not something that we find
but something that we must
create. And so the ability of
Negroes and whites to
work together, to under
stand each other... must be
created by the fact of con
tact.”
- Martin Luther King, Jr.

NEWS DEADLINE
18 4 PM MONDAY

“Excellence... with love”
The name John means “gracious gift of God.

Now Open in St. Petersburg For Your Convenience
Plaza 300 N., 3160 5th Ave., Suite 135
Specializing In:

Nexus — Paul Mitchell
Design Essentials — Menders
Revlon — T.C.B. — Bantu

Hires Haipstyling
3427 - 11 tk Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33713
Telephone: 323-8649

No-Stitch Cataract Surgery
YAG Laser Treatment
Post-Cataract Surgery
Diseases of the Vitreous & Retina
Intraocular Lens Implantation
Diabetic Retinopathy
Refractive Surgery
Macular Degeneration
Management of Glaucoma
Retinal Detachments & Tears
Eyelid Plastic & Reconstructive Appointment

Call Us Today For Your Appointment

1 “800-282-9905

www.stlukes-eye.com
Main Office: 43309 U.S. Hwy. 19 N. Tarpon Springs, FL 34689

2327 9th Street South (M.LKing)
St Petersburg, Florida

821-3068

Monday-Saturday :8:00 A.M. - 8:00 P.M • Sunday 7:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

Meat MarRet
Quality Meats

Free Delivery
On Purchases
Over $25.00
Play Lotto Here

Bring Any Store Meat Plan
We Will BEAT It - 1st by Price, then
100% by QUALITY and SERVICE
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North Central Florida
Light
Of The
World
By Daniel Banks
While we agree that vio
lence is not a moral principle, in
the case, of Latrell Sprewell,

money and merchandise in
exchange for their sons and
daughters. Brand new homes,
cars, and farm equipment (trac
tors) have brought many a col
lege team a new black team
mate wide-eyed with dollar
signs! The poor player comes
in not realizing that the love of

perhaps an explanation of his
violent behavior will help to
reduce the number of “stones”
being cast him. Latrell reacted
to what many of us feel from
time to time, namely Black
Rase!
When we and our ancestors
have suffered countless abuses
in this country since the first
landing of slaves in 1619, it is
any wonder that Sprewell
snapped when he witnessed
Carlissimo’s verbal abuse of
another player? He couldn’t
help it!
The Black Rase got the
best of him! Some of us are
able to vent our indignation and
outrage in other ways (Le. extra
ordinary achievements, legal
undertakings, spiritual counsel
ing, professional therapy or fer
vent prayer), and some of us
aren’t
In any regard, Ssprewell’s
actions and those taken by the
NBA all greatly parallel the
actions of slaves and owners of
long ago. How can I compare a
lucrative multi-dollar sports
contract and the possibility of
even greater endorsements to
America’s slave trade of cen
turies past? Open your eyes.
Until I am completely self-suf
ficient, I am always at the
mercy of my benefactor!
Remember the! movie “Blue
Chips” starring Shaquille
O’Neal, Penny Hardaway and
others? Awhite coach goes into
several black neighborhoods
near and far to purposely recruit
black talent for his basketball
team. The other coaches in his
division do the same thing, then
pit their predominantly black
teams against each other in
competitions. That’s one rea
son why black people are disunified today.
Unscrupulous white coach
es, agents, and employers in
other fields keep us at odds
with each other for their own
selfish gain. These tactics can
easily be seen in professional
football and basketball. When I
saw the movie “Blue Chips” a
couple of years ago, I sat in the
theater shocked at the close
similarities between the team
owners of the present and the
plantation owners of yesterday.
Before the Emancipation
Proclamation, black people
sought after social freedom.
Now, black people are seeking
financial freedom. For this rea
son, parents of prospective ath
letic stars accept lavish gifts,

money is the root of all evil
(according to I Timothy 6:10)
and the first incident deemed
“unacceptable” by the powers
that be will render him or her
stripped of everything that he
or she has worked so hard for.
Of such is the new slaveiy. The
black stars of baseball, tennis,
football, basketball, track and
field and golf are enticed by
“P/taf” contracts and monu
mental endorsements, but there
is no real security in either.
When they’re finished using
you, national disgrace follows,
whether you’re found guilty or
innocent (as in the case of OJ.
Simpson and many others).
Matthew 19:24 states, “It is
easier for a camel to go
through the eye of a needle,
thanfor a rich man to enter into
the kingdom ofGod. ”
Virtues like love, brother
hood, the fear of God, and
devotion to your community
are to be sought after moreso
than riches.
The movie “Amistad”, to
use another example, starring
Djimon Hounson, greatly
explores the elements of black
rage. After Hounson’s charac
ter, Cinque and his companions
are captured by their West
African countrymen and deliv
ered into Sierra Leone’s slave
trade with Portugal and Spain,
black rage stirs up rebellion and
mutiny aboard the slave ship
“La Amistad” as Cinque and
his fellows strive to regain their
freedom. The movie is powerfill and riveting, a “Must-See”
for the whole country. The
Africans on the ship are tricked
by the whites whose lives they
spared and were seized by
guards in American waters.
They had to endure three trials
with favorable findings before
finally being released by the
Unites States to return to their
native homeland.
There was a line in the
script that I took objection to,
though. One of the African
prisoners has been converted to
Christianity during his confine
ment in a New England hold
ing cell. He explains to Cinque
in the Mende language how the
Jews were martyred in the
Roman arenas by lions for their
profession of faith. While

Greater Hopewell
Baptist Church
515 N.W. 6th Terrace, Ocala
Rev. George W. Lee, Pastor
Sunday School.................... 9:30 a.m.

pointing to pictures in a book,
the African shows Cinque the
crucifixion of Jesus Christ on
the cross. He then says, “Thenpeople have suffered more than
ours,” and goes on to point out
Jesus’ arrest on trumped up
charges like their own. I
thought it was rather cross of
Spielbeig to publish such pro
paganda. It was in very poor
taste to try to measure one peo
ple’s suffering over anothers.
The Jew and the Negro
have both suffered ghastly,
unspeakable atrocities at the
hand of the Egyptian and the
Anglo-Saxon. Who can say
which suffered more?
The smart thing to do is to
ask God to diffuse our rage and
replace it with abundant love
for our blue-eyed brother and to
help us apply godly techniques
to all applicable areas in our
lives. Only then will we experi
ence true victory and redemp
tion. “Vengeance is mine, saith
the Lord, I will repay!” (See
Romans 12:19)
NOTE; Eighty-six percent of
coaches in the NBA are white.
Eighty percent of the players
are black

NAACP Seeks
Information
About Ron
Brown
BALTIMORE-NAACP
President Kweisi Mfume
raised concerns with top gov
ernment officials today about
statements made by military
doctors that Commerce Secre
tary Ron Brown may have
been shot. Secretary Brown
was one of 35 people who were
killed when an Air Force plane
crashed into a mountain in
Croatia in April 111996.
Air Force pathologist Lt.
Col. Steve Cogswell and Army
Lt. Col. David House have
both made statements about a
wound at the top of Brown’s
head saying it could have been
caused by a gunshot. Lt. Col.
Cogswell said an autopsy
should have been performed to
find out the cause of the wound
and has criticized the military
for prematurely dismissing the

Please see pg. 9

Make Positive
Resolutions For
Creative Change
TAMPA- The beginning
of a new year is an appropriate
time for reflection and resolu
tion for change. However,
changing ourselves and our
lives should be measured as a
creative process and not
marked by a trial of broken
new year resolutions. Robin
Piper, Clinical Administrator of
Turning Point of Tampa,
makes these suggestions for
making positive resolutions for
any for any day of the year.
Write down the changes
you want to make. Prioritize
them and select one or two to
work on until completion.
Make sure your goals are
attainable.
Create an atmosphere for
success. Eliminate or reduce
the temptations around you so
you can avoid setting yourself
up for failure. Maximize your
opportunity to succeed with the
proper surroundings, the proper
company and moderation.
Set reasonable and obtain
able objectives. Start with small

AIDS:
A Silent Killer In
Our Neighborhood
If someone came into your
neighborhood, threatening to
kill your children, wouldn’t
you move heaven and earth to
protect them? Wouldn’t you do
whatever it took to keep them
safe?

and action now.
Time and time again, our
Unfortunately, the killer is churches, our extended fami
in your neighborhood. Its name lies, and informal kinship has
isAIDS.
been there to meet our commu
This is not somebody else’s nity’s needs. Now it is time for
problem, we are living with it those same institutions to take
African American bear a dis up the AIDS prevention ban
proportionate brunt of this ner. And it is time for Black
deadly epidemic, and the tragic parents to fight that same fight
reality is our children are no on behalf of our children.
exception. Half of all people
If you’re a parent, start by
newly infected by HIV, the educating yourself. Get the
virus that causes AIDS, are facts about AIDS from your
under 25; one in four are doctor or from a local clinic or
teenagers. And of those young AIDS organization. Then edu
people, six in 10 are Black and cate your children. Tell them
Latino. Of the teenage girls what you know., and listen
infected, a shocking eight in 10 carefully to what they tell you
ar Black and Latino.
and to what they wish they
In some communities of could tell you.
color, one in every 30 young
Remind your child that
men, ages 18 and 19, is already AIDS isn’t someone else’s
HIV infected. And AIDS does problem. No one thinks they’re
not discriminate by gender; going to get AIDS. Seventeen
more than half of infected year old Angelica found tout
Black teenagers are female.
she was HIV positive when she

But AIDS is about much went to get prenatal care in the
more than numbers, it is about latter months of her pregnancy.
the simple truth that our chil Ask 16 year old Jesse who had
dren and youth are in serious been taught by society that he
successes and work up to the danger. And until we expand did not deserve to live because
major triumphs.
our AIDS prevention efforts, he is gay. Or ask 18 year-old
Any endeavor is easier with how can any of us rest easily
Earl who got AIDS when he
a friend along the way. Invite
Fortunately, there are some could not find a job to help sup
someone to join with you in promising developments. The port his family and turn to
your resolutions. Seriously rate of HIV transmission from drugs to ease the pain.
consider a support group.
mothers to infants declined 43
The choices our young
Give yourself a chance. percent last year. And the people make now will proChange occurs very slowly. It arrival of promising new drugs !' foundly affect their chances of
may take several attempts to has brought new hope to those becoming healthy, responsible
begin the process, several more people currently living with the and productive adults. That’s
to have it continue and still virus.
why it’s so important for them
more to see it through to aperBut good drugs don’t by to have the guidance and sup
sonality change. Be patient, be themselves save people’s lives. port of caring adults in their
positive and find the support If we can’t even immunize all families, their schools, their
you must have to continue.
the children in our major cities, churches, and their communi
Reward your efforts. Allow how can we hope to bring the ties.
yourself to celebrate the small expensive 40 pill-a-day, every
Young people who feel
successes along the way to day AIDS drug regimen to good about themselves will
major triumph. You have to everyone who needs it, particu make good choices. Young
make the journey worth it
larly in low income communi people who believe in their
People, problems and cir ties?
future will do everything they
cumstances are not the same. If
A cure is still far off the can to make sure they have a
the changes you are trying to horizon, and we can’t allow the fature. So it may just be that, in
make seem like more than you hope of tomorrow to stop us
the end, the most important
can manage alone, resources from protecting our children protection you can give our
are available to help you. Turn today. Nor can we allow fear or children is a strong sense of
ing Point of Tampa can put you
homophobia to color our per their own God-given value and
in touch with them by calling ception of the disease that is
potential.
813882-3003.

Governor Chiles Signs Smart
Schools Act Into Law

ORLANDO- Governor Law- passed by the Florida Legisla
ton Chiles recently took a his ture during the recent special
toric step to provide school dis session on education.
‘T hope, in a few short
tricts with the tools to address
months,
we’ll see new elemen
classroom overcrowding by
signing the Smart Schools Act tary schools being built in our
(HB17-A) into law. The Smart state and old portables being
School Act is the major funding hauled away,” Governor Chiles
and accountability package said. “This legislation has

strong accountability measures
and cost controls in place that
will help build schools effi
ciently and also will help build
the people’s trust. That will
help the districts gain credibili

One in every three Americans with AIDS

Evening Worship.......................6 p.m.

is African American.

&

Bible

Study

Wednesday........................... 6:30 p.m.

One In every 33 African American males

ages 27-39 is HIV infected.

Kim Nisbett
Assistant ViCe President
Community Development
OffiCer
Barnett Banks, N.A.

The AIDS rate among African American women
is 16 times higher than that for Caucasian women.

ty as they work to address the
local share of the partnership in

building schools.”
Governor Chiles was
joined at Boone High School in

Please see pg. 9

Commission
The Martin Luther King, Jr.
Commemorative Commission
is still in the planning stage of
their plans for the upcoming
1998 celebration. There will be
an entire week of scheduled
events.
January 17th: Prayer
Breakfast at New St John Bap
tist Church, Rev. T. L Brooks,
pastor at 9:00 a.m. $5.00 per
person.
January 18th: Church pro
gram, New St John Baptist
Church at 7:00 pm.
January 19th: All day cele
bration in the Gerig-Webb
Park.
This year the march will
begin at the Martin Luther
King, Jr. Memorial Park, locat
ed at 700 S.W. 16th Ave., next
to Marion Citrus Mental Health
Center.
We are asking the pastor of
the church to encourage their
members to participate on this
occasion. Churches, clubs and
organizations are invited to par
ticipate in the march. Those
who are interested should con
tact Wayne little at 622-5471
or Vickye Vaughns at 7324592 or Ben Mathis at 6294387. Additionally, the com
mission hopes to see the commifoi^fiii’thelfoiefront' on that
morning with ministers leading
the march.
Any individuals wishing to
perform at the park should con
tact Tina Green at 620-7600.
Vendor information can be
received from James Thorpe
by calling 629-2948. The com
mittee will again have T-shirts
for sale prior to the March.
Contact any committee mem

ber to place your order.
Finally, anyone wish
ing to work with the 1998
M.L.K.
Commemorative
Committee should come to the
next meeting on Tuesday, Janu
ary 13, 1998 at 6:00 pun. at
Howard Academy Community
Center. >We thank you in
advance for your cooperation

Happy Birthday Mother

Rosa L. Miller
Ms. Rosa L. Wesley
McCullough turned 79 years
old on December 16th. Her
birthday was celebrated on the
28th. She was given a huge
birthday celebration by her
family and friends, starting
with family prayer, financial
blessings and plenty of food
and love. We all give thanks to
God to have such a loving and
caring person at this in our lives
and we all must let her know
that We love you mother from:
Ben,: ,,j^oesey.ej|,f.f?.^ndra<
Melba, Ermine, Saquita, Corey,
Joretta and John, Henry, Clif
ford, Clifford King, Jr. and
Linda, Shaquanda, William
Sylvia, Leon, Lora and Eddie,
Don, Gladys, Maurice, Lewis,
Starr, Brandon, Ramonda,
Tiffany and Shaunday, Cyn
thia, Talana, Mary, Gloria,
Solomon and Joshua.

NEWS DEADLINE IS
4 PM. MONDAY

Demolishing
Tree Services
Excavating
Land Clearing
Lot Mowing
706 N.W. 13th Ave., Ocala, FL 32675
Phone: 629-9866

ATTENTION

Second Bethlehem Baptist Association
Dr. O.V. Pinkston, Moderator
Dr. Fred Maeweathers, Sr., Center Director

Don’t Miss One of

Dr. B.F. Martin, President

352-351-5029 OR 352-237-5215 *
Tuesday

Monday
6:30-9:30

9:00 AM-

PM

12:00 PM

Saturday

and

8:00 AM6:30 PM-

10:15 AM

9:30 PM

Educate yourself and your family.
Offering Degrees in Theology, Religious Education,

We can also help if you are HIV+ or have AIDS.

and Certification in Two Extension Courses
Masters Program
External Studies in the areas above for residents

NCFAN 800-824-6745
I 3615 SW 13 Street, Suite 3
Gainesville, FL 32608 352-372_4370
This proiect is funded under an agreement with the Department of
Health, State of Florida.

Gainesville’s Finest
Apartment Complexes For
Persons 62 Years Or Older

NCFAN provide* free, anonymous HIV testing.

North Central Florida AIDS Network

Post OffiCe Box 550
OCala, Florida 34478
352/620-1288

Marlin Luther King, Jr.
Commemorative

Extension Ocala, Florida

AIDS is the #\ killer of
African American men and
women ages 25-44.

Baptist Training Union ... .5 p.m.
Service

by James Thorpe

Maxwell’s Backhoe
" & Tractor Service

United Theological Seminary
and
Bible College

Morning Worship..............11 a.m.

Prayer

stealing so many of our chil
dren’s dreams. AIDS is an
equal opportunity threat, and
AIDS prevention is a mission
that demands our frill attention

Ocala
News

over 60 miles away

LOCATED AT:
1105 Northwest 4th Street, Ocala, Florida 34475
Main Campus in Monroe, Louisiana

*Rent Based on Income

PINE GROVE
APARTMENTS
1901NE 2nd Street
373-1213

A Volunteers of America Community
Call For More
lnformation
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North Central Florida
FAMU Student Graduates After
Experiencing Major Setback

Society In
Ocala
Florence Williams Ray

Retired Episcopal Priest
Speaks at
Epsilon Pi Lambda
Program
The Episcopal PI Lambda
Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, Inc. celebrated its
91st Founders’ Day on Sunday
December 21. 1997 at New
Zion Missionary Baptist
Church in Ocala. Rev. Dr. E.F.
Broxton is pastor.
The speaker for the occa
sion was Rev. Canon Nelson
W. Pinder, DDA retired Epis
copal Priest who came well
prepared for the occasion. His
philosophy has been ‘To Love
the sinner, to hate the sine and
welcome all people into the fel
lowship of Jesus Christ and
each other.” This philosophy
enabled him to successfully
direct the Downtown Aware
ness Center from 1968-1974 in
Orlando. As director, Father
Pinder took his ministry to the
Streets and fought on the front
lines to break down the barriers
blacks faced in Orlando.
The Rev. Canon Nelson
Wardell Pinder, D.D. was bom
in Miami on July 27,1932. He
is a graduate of Dade County
Public Schools; Bethune
Cookman College; Nashotah
House Seminary, Nashotah,
Wise., Florida A&M Universi
ty, Simon-The-Cyrenian Insti

tute, London England and has
continued
his
education
through short courses, semi
nars, and institutes. He was
ordained as a Priest in 1960 in
the Diocese of South Florida.
His ministry has been
greatly diverse from Vicar of
the Mission Congregation of
St. John the Baptist, Diocesan
Canon, Parish Priest as well as
Chaplain of the Day of the
United States Senate and
House of Representatives. He
assisted in creating the Urban
Training Center in Chicago and
is known as the Street Priest of
Orlando. He has ministered
around the world in places as
Finland, Sweden, Russia, Eng
land and Jamaica. He has
served on numerous boards
and advisory committees in
Central Florida. He is a recipi
ent of the Roman Catholic Dio
cese of Orlando Knight Award
among many others. He ran for
political office in the early 70’s

Alpha officers and mem
bers include: Roy Rolle, Jr.,
President, Charles Lauria, V.P.,
William E. Jackson, Secretary,
Fred Smiley, Treasurer, Dr. EE.
Broxton,
Parliamentarian,
Thomas A Harris, Chaplain,
Reuben L. Williams, Director
of Educational Activities,
Frank Washington, Jr. Director
of Public Relations, Marion
Lenon, Editor to the Spinx,
Roland Smith, Historian, Elton
B. Bellamy, Herbert Coleman,
Dr. Lorenzo S. Edwards, Dr.
Lee R. Hampton, Jr, Bobby
James, William H. Jackson,
John J. Livingston, Howard
Nelson, Willie Long, Roland
Smith, Sr. George McAllister,
Edward L. Walker, Sr. Rudolph
Young, Cedi Jones and Ernest
K Johnson.
*****

Learn Crafts
All persons interested in
partidpating in the following
classes, please call Nina at
629-8406 in Ocala; Fresh
Flower Arrangements, Cake
Decorating,
Silk Flower
Arrangements, Silk Ribbon
Embroidery, Photo Album
Cover, Stencil and Embossing.
*****

Sign Up Time For
Magic Basketball
Sign up time is now for the
Jr. Magic BAsketball program
at War Memorial in Ocala. The
cost is $1200 per student. Some
scholarships are available for
those living inside Weed &
Seed target area. Volunteer
coaches are needed also. Please
contact Mr. Robert Williams at
629-8454 or Nina at 629-8406.

TALLAHASSEE, FL-A
Florida A&M University

FAMU shortly after graduat

stabbed him never served jail
time. "I want to make sure

senior who experienced a

ing from Port Saint Joe High

people like him get put

School. An outstanding high

away," said Quinn.

was one of 600 candidates for

school student, Quinn had

Whitley and her daughter

who marched during FAMU's

decided early on that she

Fall

would work in some crimi

are not the only family mem
ber planning to pursue a

Commencement

Exercises.

nal-justice related field. She

In April 1997, Lesley j was motivated by a case
Miller III - Trey for shorty involving one of her cousins.
-was one of three FAMU stu-; In 1990, Bennon "Fugi"
dents critically injured during Thompson, the nephew of
a commencement party at a Whitley, was stabbed to death
local Tallahassee restaurant. , on a street corner in Port
A gunman opened fire after a St.Joe when he tried to
dispute involving a cover defend his best friend in an
charge. A .45 caliber bullet
tore through Trey's chest, nar
rowly missing his heart. He1
had to undergo three opera-l
tions and the removal of his'
spleen.
At fall graduation exer
cises, the foot 2 native of
Tampa was beaming. "I'm not
the same person I used to be,"
said Miller. "I used to take
I

things for granted. Today I
feel blessed to he alive."
Miller, the son of State
Representative Lesley Miller
Jr., was not the only FAMU
student injured during the
incident in April. Brian
Armstrong, who was then set
to graduate, was hit in 4 the
head with a bullet and FAMU
graduate D'Juan Harris, was
hit in the spine and is para
lyzed from the chest down.
Armstrong now lives in
Chicago where he is trying to
fully regain his ability to
walk and talk. Harris lives'*
with his mother in Quincy
and undergoing therapy.
"These
guys,
their
futures are just messed up,"
said Miller. "That's what
bothers me the most."
ates were Vanessa Whitley,
program assistant in FAMU's
Financial Aid Office, and her
daughter, Tsa Quinn, who
both

earned

bachelor's

degrees in criminal justice.
Whitley said never "in her
wildest dream had ever imagined the two would graduate
at the same time."
"I'm
excited,"
said
Whitley. "I am happy for both
of us. I love kids. Working to

Torre Crocket

Her daughter entered

tragic setback in the spring

Also among the gradu

Birthday Greetings

fromP.8

help them improve their lives,

Birthday greetings go out to
Jamaal Blocker, January 3rd;

I believe, is my calling."
process private scholarships
in the Financial Aid Office,

and won. He is married to the
former Marian Elizabeth Grant

Sheila Jackson, Jan. 5th; James
“Bo” Jackson, Jan. 6th; Kemesha Reynolds, Jan. 17th; REv.
Dr. Fred Maeweathers and
Shenita Hickenbottom, Jan. 8th
LaTiffany Owens and Torre

and has two children.

Crockett, Jan. 9th.

time student since 1993.

Whitley,

who

helps

started taking college courses
shortly after, but began taking
classes again part-time in
1990. She has been a full

NEEDED
Newspaper Vendors
Ocala • Gainesville
Earn good money by selling The

Challenger a few hours on
Thursdays or Fridays.
CALL TODAY!
(352)629-2948
(813)896-2922

-

argument. The youth who

career in criminal justice.
Whitley's son, Sandy Quinn,
has completed requirements
for graduation at Tallahassee
Community

College.

He

plans to transfer to FAMU to
pursue a degree in criminal
justice.

possibility.
Mfume asked Reno if the Jus“The NAACP is very con- tice Department is investigatcemed about the ramifications jng the matter. “These allegaof these allegations and left tions require an explanation.”
unanswered and unresolved,
Mfume also wrote Presi
dent Clinton to express the
they raise serious questions,
Mfume wrote in a letter to NAACP’s interest in the mat
Attorney General Janet Reno. ter. He asked General Henry

Governor Chiles

Hill Shelton, Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff for a brief
ing on Pentagon investigation
of the allegations. “It is dear to
me that this issue should not be
allowed to fester;” Mfume said.

from P. 8

Orlando for the bill signing by
Senate President Toni Jennings
and House Speaker Dan Web
ster. Governor Chiles, who
toured Boone High School in
October as part of his fact-find
ing tour of Florida’s schools in

sion, landed the 2.9 billion plan
as “a great step forward to curb
school overcrowding and
strengthen education in our
state.”
The legislation also creates
a Smart Schools Clearinghouse

preparation for the special ses-

to oversee school district facili

ties programs and to recom
mend state incentive funding. It
also clarifies and amends the
accountability
provisions
passed last spring in HB 2121
The legislation took affect
upon Governor Chiles’ signa
ture of the bill.

NEWS DEADLIHE IS 4 PM MONDAY
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Charmettes, Inc. Annual Holiday Ball

from P.
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i----------------- —--------------

Ann Hauqabook, Joyce Austin Chairperson

There is a fee for
photos not taken by
a Weekly Challenger
photographer.
Jack and Jill Celebrates Kwanzaa
NPCBW
‘Adopts’
fromP.l
When we asked the moth
er for her wish list for the chil
dren she stated scholarships

Leslie Walker and Nathan Tindall III reading a
Kwanzaa poem

Jazmine Clarke and Harry. Dawkins II
pvchanpine zawadi (gifts)

and toys. P{resident Swygert
agreed to give all the children a
four year scholarship from
Howard University. Vice
Chairman/CEO Goldstein pre
sented the sextuplets a gift cer
tificate for free toys that will be
good through the year 2012,
when the sextuplets will be 15
years old.
Bom May 8, 1997 at
Georgetown University Hospi
tal, the seven-month-old sextu
plets (one was stillborn)
received little donations fol
lowing their birth, unlike the
much-heralded McCaughey
sextuplets bom last month in
Iowa. Thus, Dr. Tucker decided

Children and Teens of Pinellas County Chapter of Jack and Jill of America
ST. PETERSBURG- Jack
and Jill kicked off the holiday
season with their Sixth Annual
Kwanzaa Program. This event
brings together families and
friends for a precelebration that
highlighted the seven princi
ples of Kwanzaa.
Ajene Snow served as the
program commentator. It
began with a Kwanzaa prayer,
saluting the ancestors, and giv
ing recognition to the elders.
Then
Malcolm
Flakes
explained the Sacredness of the
number seven, and Jazmine
Qarkexpltenedthesevens^n-

bols of Kwanzaa. Leslie Waler
delivered a call to unity, and the
candles in the Kinara were lit as
the seven principles were recit
ed by: Shelby Walker, Ramon
Snow, Aisha Taylor, Harry
Dawkins, II, Justin Clarke,
Marlon Flakes, and Chris
Williams. Holiday dances were
performed by Chonda Ford
and Aisha Taylor. Oscar Robin
son, delivered an excellent
African fable to the guest.
After the program every
one enjoyed a variety of home
made entrees and desserts. Following the Karamu (feast) the

families played games i.e.,
name that tune. A good time
was had by everyone.
Although the official holiday
didn’t begin until December
26th, this precelebration height
ens ones awareness in regards
to establishing family traditions
within individual family units.
Jack and Jill of America,
Inc. is a non-profit organization
who labors for children rights
and sponsor many family and
children programs. Sharon
Snow is the President of Pinel
las County Chapter.,

Oscar Robinson,
Story Teller

to “adopt” the Nation’s Capital
black miracle babies.

^JurJamitflifewi^^
we fight
together.. .Our ofthis unity, out of the bond
offighting together, forges will come. The in
ner strength and integrity will make us whole
again. ”
- Martin Luther King, Jr.

Who Is An American

fromP.l

groups, significant actors in our on affirmative action in 1996;
diverse society are absent from the Houston electorate’s choos
ing last month to continue that
this survey.
Nonetheless, the survey is city’s affirmative action pro
gram, have shown: How affir
valuable.
What can be said is that, on mative action programs are
flie one hand 61 percent of operated, and how affirmative
whites feel affirmative action action is explained is crucial to
programs should be either whether a majority of whites
ended now, or phased out in the will support it
We who believe affirma
next few years, while, on the
tive action is a proper mecha
other, nearly 66 percent agree
nism to achieve inclusion must
that there should be special
preparatory educational and intensify our grassroots efforts
job programs (which many to stem the spread of anti-affir
conservatives would likely mative action referenda to
classify as affirmative action) to other jurisdictions and to Con
help minorities.
gress. We also must strengthen
This seeming contradiction the arguments on our side and
does reflect what the two major discard those outmoded,
referenda to this date on affir flawed and legally risky prac
mative action, the California tices that have undermined
electorate’s approval of a ban affirmative actions credibility.

minorities, and laws to protect
them against discrimination in
hiring and promotion. The per
centage of whites who agreed
ranged from 59 to 65 percent.
But, despite those gaps, that
agreement does exist suggests
that American have a more
complex view of the means to
achieve diversity than that
headline acknowledges. That
may be because the poll is
skewed by a serious flaw; It
focuses only on blacks and
whites.
Yet the statistics of employ
ment and college and graduate
school admission show that
white women, Hispanic Amer
icans, and Asian Americans
have also benefitted signifi
cantly from affirmative, action.
The views of and about those

• "Free Full Service Car Wash with Oil Change"
• Custom Waxing & Detailing

(CARWASH)

• We Wash Vans & Pickups Too!

©

• 24-Hour Self-Service Car Wash

(QUIKJjJBE)
detailing

220 - 34th Sheet North, St. Petersburg
(813) 32M900

CENTER
SINCE 1958

FULL
SERVICE OIL
CHANGE

8:30 to 5:30 Monday ^Satwdqr_.

” ""tTT “-TZLTL.17'.”75l

"FRESH
i THE
■WORKS! 'N SHINE"

SAVE $3“ i SAVE 52M
30 pt. Oil Change &

I CarWash Blue Coral 1000

Safety Check

I

Tri-Foam Wax System,

Includes Oil, Filter,

|

Under Chassis Spray &

Lube, Visual Inspect., - | Rust Inhibitor, Wheel Brite,
PLUS “Free Full Service | iSfltEm. Tires, & OZIUM
Car Wash”

FULL SERVICE
CAR WASH
Polish Wax, Blue Coral.

Plus Tax • (Reg. $15.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 1/16/98

FULL
76
SERVICE
CAR WASH

SAVE M°°
Soft Cloth car
, Wash, Vacuum
Interior, Windows

Poly Sealant, 0ZHIM Air

Cleaned, Dash

Freshener, & Wheel-Brite

Dusted, Exterior Towel
Dried & Detailed

Air Freshener

*23.99 I *13.00
Plus Tax • (Reg. $26.99)
Coupon EXPIRES 1/16/98

SAVE S2M

"

MOJO

’7.05

Plus Tax • (Rea- $12.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 1/16/98

Pius Tax (Reg. $8.95)
Coupon EXPIRES 1/16/98
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CHURCH NEWS
My

depended on Jesus everyday

United States Penitentiary

for my protection. What hurt

Beaumont,

about leaving there was the

brought together the black,
white, Spanish, and Mexican

ministry that God used me
for. On the morning that I was

Testimony

told to get ready to leave, on
the way out of the block an
officer asked me to come to
his door, the prison was under

by
Ronald Mathis Sr.

Bethel Community
Announces Service For
Site Seminary

the Lord has

Men from all parts of the
world united in brotherly
love. They are holding hands

Bethel

and lifting the name of Jesus
in intercession for all people

Community

Church announces the open

total lockdown, as he kept
asking me to come to him

all around the world . As we
see the way God is moving

ing of a branch of the
International Seminary and

ence.

Your

International
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Steward Board Meeting
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Tuesday Bible Class ....... ................8 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting ....,...,..,. .8 p.m.
Friday Tarry Service....................... ..... .8 p.m.
Saturday Sabbath School
.11 a.m.

tact Willie Frank Bryant.

International is accredited by

Saturday, January 10th, 6:00
p.m.
Usher Board Meeting
Saturday January 3rd 10:00

Moores Chapel Pastor

a.m.

THE FAMILY THAT PRAYS
TOGETHER STAYS TOGETHER.

Please see pg. 13

“The Little Church Where
Everybody is Somebody”

Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

Inspirational Choir Re

transportation to church, con

Church Services
8:00 a.m..................... .Morning Service
9:45 a.m.............................. Sunday School
11:00 a.m. ........ .WOrship Service
5:00 p.m. ............... . . .B.T.U.

Sunday School
. .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .............. ........... ... .11 a.m.

Bible Study/Prayer Ser

Bell Superintendent. The les
son "Living in Hope" 1 Peter

*1

Friendship
Missionary Baptist
TEMPORARY LOCATION:
Elim Seventh-Day Adventist Church
For Sunday Worship And Monday
Night Prayer Meeting And Bible
Study. 7 Pm. And Tuesday Nights

1121 22nd Street So., St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Wallace Elliott, Pastor

> 3000 - 4th Avenue S. « St. Petersburg, FL
327-5926 • 327-2656

p.m.

at 9:30 a.m., Mose Phillip

Missionary Baptist Church

All NatiOns Church Of Gcd By Faith

Services-Events-Rehearsals

by minister of music Geral

First. Mt. Zion

the ears of the deaf. Here at

Night Worship

as

Two classes a week will

Jesus Christ for using me to
St.

the

Moore’s Chapel
African Methodist
Episcopal

John A. Evans, Sr.

CHURCH SERVICES
Sundays 8 AM and 11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Baptist Training Union 4:30 PM
“Where strangers meet with friends and sinners find their God.”

Sunday School..........................................10:00 AM
Morning Worship...................................11:00 AM
Prayer Meeting/Bible Study
..................................... ............... ...Tuesday 7:30 PM

First Mt. Piegrim Evangelist
Missionary Baptist CHURCH, Inc.

Travelers Rest
MlSSlONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

2700 - 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL
Reverend L.R Davis, Pastor
Home Phone: 345-3121

2183 22nd Avenue South, St. Pete, FL 33712

Church Theme: "Rise Up And Walk"

Church Phone: 822-4869

Sunday Worship

Residence: 894-5094

Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church
1800 18th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL
Reg. Bragg L. Turner, Pastor

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Membership Training 5 p.m.
Bible Study & Prayer
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.

Sunday School............. 10:O0 am Baptist Training Union.4:3Q pm
Morning Worship
11:30 am Evening Worship............ 6:00 pm

Mid-Morning Worship Service........................ 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School.............................................

9:30a.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Friday Evening - Youth Meeting.........................

Prayer/Praise Service (Wednesday).............................. 7:00p.m.
Bible Study (Every 2nd & 4th Sunday)............... 6:00 p.m.

Rev. Donald F. Browne

Seventh-Day
Adventist
Church
801 - 6th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(813) 894-52467

823-1619

SATURDAYS
Sabbath School: 9 am
Morning Worship: 11 am
Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before
Sunset

"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION

10th Street Church 05 God
207 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL

Good Samaritan Baptist Fellowship
Meeting at Covenant Presbyterian Church
4201 6th Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida
Sunday Worship Service: 8:45 A.M.

Wednesday Bibb Study: 7:30 P.M.

• Wholistic Ministry (Physical, Mental, and Emotional)
• Bible Based Fellowship Considering the Biblical Commands in Light of Contemporary
Problems
• Promoting the Self-Worth and Equality of All Persons
__
• Non-Sexist Participation • Youth Ministry
sHW
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NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II, PASTOR

WEDNESDAY
Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM
LEWIS W. EDWARDS

2830 - 22nd Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

Pastor-Counselor

(813) 327-8560

820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006
Minister Robert Clemons

Sunday Morning Bible Class..................... 9:00a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship........................10:30a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday............... 7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship ................. 5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class.............7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class . . . .7:00 p.m.

Rev. Chester L. James, Jr. - Pastor
International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

New Mt. Olive Primitive Baptist Church
3001 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church: (813) 327-9904
Office: (813) 321-3898
Elder Carl Rhodes, Jr., Pastor

9:00 AM............................................................... .. ....................... Prayer Time
9:30 AM..................................................................................... Sunday School
11:00 AM................................................................................................ Worship

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

Sunday School.....................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ................. . . . . .11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study ... .•.................................. 7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday) . .6:00 p.m.

Early Morning Worship 8 a.m. (2nd thru 5th Sundays)
Church School 9:30 a.m. • Mid-Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Communion Service 5 p.m. (1st Sundays)
Prayer Meeting 7 p.m. (Tuesdays)
Christian Education School 7 p.m. (Wednesdays)

Trinity Presbyterian Church

M.A., M.DIV., D. Min.

ELIM Junior Ac^Jemy & Day Care Center

The Church That Welcomes Everyone!

Rev. Larry Lewis, Assistant Pastor

“The Church That’s Moving Forward Together”

ELIM

..7:00 pm
..6:30 pm

12:30 PM.................................................................. After Service Fellowship
Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bible Study

f|f

“Oh,

Come Let

Us Praise

The Lord!”

B

You are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel and a

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
Dr, Frederick D. Terry

Christian community for everyone

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

Schedule of Services

John Missionary Baptist
3200 5th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Steve Thomas, Pastor

Church School ...................................................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship................................................................... 11 a.m.
Baptist Training Union........................................................ 5 n.m.
Evening Worship............................................................... 6:30 p.m.

EARLY Morning Worship 8 a.m.
SUNDAY SCHOOL 9:30 A.M.
LATE Morning Worship 11 a.m.

Prayer Meeting
Thursday........................................ ......................................... . .7 p.m.

BibLE Study & PrAyer Meeting Wed. 7 p.m.
Come join us each Sunday for any or all of these services.
You are welcome.

“One week from church makes one weak.”
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CHURCH NEWS
Bethel Community Holds Service of New Property

ST.
PETERSBURGBethel Community Baptist
Church held its first service on
their new property at 54th
Avenue South off 31st Street
(across from Albertson’s and
next to First Union Bank) on
Friday, December 19. The ser

every Friday at 7:30 pjn.
The service was opened
with Pastor Manual Sykes
leading the praise and worship.
Minister Aaron Gaskin
delivered a very powerful mes
sage entitled, “How Small Is
Your Faith in The Big Pic

vice was their weekly “Happy
Hour” service, which is held

ture?” His scripture text came
from Matthew 17:20, II

Corinthians 12:9, and Eph
esians 3:20.
The service was well
attended and enjoyed by all.
This was the first service of

Happy Hour service and all of
□ur other Church services.

many more that will be held on
he new property.

'wt
Rev. Jiiii Byers of
International Seminary will

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ
419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838
The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer 9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship 7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm
Pastor: Elder B.O. walker

PRAYS TOGETHER
STAYS TOGETHER!
Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church

The entire community is
welcome to join us for our

2361 Seventh Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
Rev. John Copeland, Pastor
Morning Worship..................._................. ...................... 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School............... ................................................... 9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship...................,...............................11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed.......................... 7:00 p.m.

More Bethel from P.12
the Accrediting Commission
International for Schools,
Colleges-and Theological

The family that

be held at Bethel Community

munity is located at 1045 -

Baptist Church on Monday,
January 5,1998, at 7:30 p.m.
to discuss fkisneduealieiwil

16 th Street South, St.
Petersburg,,This opportunity
is-opento all persons in the

opportunity and answer all of
your questions. Bethel Com

community.

Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.
For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.

The Church Where E/eryone Is Welcome

St. John Missionary Baptist Church
1500 N. Pennsyl[vania Avenue
.Clearwater, Florida 33516
Church Phone: 443-1945 Parsonage: 446-6056
Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor

New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church

Sunday Services
Sunday School................................................................................ ................. 9:30
Morning Worship..........................................................................................11:00
Baptist Training Union.................................................................................5:00
Evening Worship.............................. .............................................................. 6:00

2120 19th St. S., St. Pete • 896-5228
10:30 AM
.........PRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICES ............. SUNDAY
9:00 AM......................... ...CHURCH SCHOOL.........................SUNDAY
5:00 P.M..........................FELLOWSHIP & DINNER................TUESDAY
7:00 PM
:............................ BIBLE STUDY..........................TUESDAY
6:00 PM
......................... PRAYER SERVICES ....................TUESDAY
7:30 PM........................ MASS CHOIR REHEARSAL............. THURSDAY
Join us for any of our services where you will always find
“JESUS BEING PREACHED AND TAUGHT”

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Weekly Services
Bible Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study, WecJnesdav 7:00 p.m.

The church where everybody is somebody and Christ is all.

Rev. Alvin Moore, Pastor

New Faith
Free Methodist Church
2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL

Moore's Chapel
AME Churcn
Rev. M. Mason Walker, Pastor
3rd century

321-3545

First Baptist Institutional Church
3144 Third Avenue South

3037 Fairfield Avenue

St. Petersburg, FL

Early Morning Worship...................... 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School.... .......... ................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.................... ......... 11:00 a.m.

1135 37th Street South, St. Pete, FL
Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

Thompson, Pastor

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship - 11:00 A.M.
First BAptist Family

We

V

welcome you at all times

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Rev. Charles Robinson, Pastor

^Philadelphia Community Church)
The Reverend Don A. Gasldn, Pastor
2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P. O. Box 15935 * St Petersburg, FL 33733
Wisdom'School 9:50 AM * Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)
Deacon Ministry....... ............................................................... ......................... Deacon Edward Nesbitt!
Finance Ministry............................................................................................. .....................James Robinson!
Children & Youth Ministry..................................................... ...................................Joyce Robinson I
Clerk Ministry..............,............ ............................. ............................................Wyvonnia McGee |

“A Church With Passion For God and Compassion For People"________

955 20th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 894-4311
Sunday School:
8:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 7:00 a.m. * 9:00 a.m. * 11:15 a.m.
New Membership Class: Sunday, 8:00 a.m.;
Wednesday, 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study - 7:30 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m. • Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. • All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting Weds. 7:30 p.m.
Bible Study Mon. 6:00 p.m.
Co-ed and Adult Bible Study Thurs. 6:30 p.m.
Support Group Every Sunday 6:00 p.m.
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
DIAL-A-DEVOTION (24 Hours) 822-1936 ‘Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393

("The church with a heart in the heart of the city")

Bethel African Methodist
Episcopal Church

Greater St. Paul
issionary Baptist Church
532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Dr. J.L. Holloway
day School......... .................... ■ 9:30 a-m'
ning Worship ......................... 10:45 a m-------■
1 Evening Worship ... 6 p.m.
Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer
Meeting & Teachers Meeting

Rev. Curtiss L. Long, Pastor

Greater Mt. Zion African
Methodist EpiscopaL Church

Come Worship With
the

Prayer Tower Church Of God In Christ

G.

THEME: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward

Sunday Morning Services
Sunday School............................................................9:30 am
Morning Worship ....................................................11:00 am
Youth Bible Study ............................................ Wed. 6:30 pm
Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service .... .Wed. 7:00 pm

St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 323-7518
Rev. Wayne

Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, Church

912 - 3rd Avenue North • Phone: 822-2089

Rev. Wilkins Garrett, Jr.,
Pastor

Also offering tutoring, free lunch, mentoring, day care, after school care,
boy scouts, private school.

Sunday Worship ........................................... 10:30 a.m.
Sunday School ............................................... 9:00 a.m.
Prayer Service/Bible Study ....................Tues. 7:00 p.m.
Junior Church Fellowship ...................Thurs. 6:00 p.m.
Tutoring .............................Mon. & Thurs. 5:30-6:30 p.m.
The Rev. Harry L.
Dawkins, M. Div., Pastor

Welcome... This church opens wide the doorand in the name of Christ and Our Lord says: "COME!"
Transportation is Available
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CHURCH NEWS
New Philadelphia
Community Church

Galilee
Rev. Earnest Jones and

Pastor, combined churches

Kwanzaa holiday

noon, members will visit sick

the Galilee Church Family

will be Galilee, St. John and

celebration will continue on

and shut-ins to administer

wish you a happy and pros

Mount Zion Christian. Join

Wednesday and Thursday.

ordinance

perous new year. We invite

us in praising and uplifting

The sixth and seventh princi

Supper. Deaconesses and oth

you to worship with us this

the name of Jesus as the New

ples of Creativity (Kuumba)

ers are invited to take part in

Sunday at 8:00 am and 11:00

year approaches.

and Faith (Imani) will be

this monthly visitation.

am

service.

The

Pastor's

Gospel Chorus and Usher
Board #1 in charge of the ser

The

Current Activities for the

observed. New Year's eve ser

week:

vice will follow the Kwanzaa

Wednesday,

7:30pm,

of

our

present

to

together for first Sunday in
new year. The Pastor's exhor

6:30pm,

training

Family Service, the Imani rite

tations will focus on Biblical

be held December 31,1997 at

Union; Thursday, 7:30pm,

will commence importance of

significance of "ne begin

Mount Moriah 3500

Prayer Meeting and Bible

Kwanzaa

nings".

18th

Avenue South beginning 9:00

Study.

being

"lived"

throughout new year.

pm, Rev. Robert Ward is the

On

Saturday,

A very

will be observed. The Praise
Team, Concord Choir and #1
Usher Board will serve.
Superintendent Howard
and

important

meeting of church family will
men of

morning service to announce

follow the activity outing at

ministry

the

Sunday

Day Bible Study 12:00 to

Travelers Rest Missionary Baptist
Rev. Donald F. Browne

Sunday School begins at

and the entire Traveler's Rest

9:30 a.m. followed with Mid-

Church Family would like to

Morning Worship Service at

7:00 p.m. Dinner will be

to attend.

Ministry will

11:00 a.m. Transportation can

meet on December 10, 1998

Mass Choir Rehearsal at 7:00

be provided for anyone by

at 10:00 p.m. All members

p.m. Wednesday, January 7,

Browne and the

Year Service with us. ALL

March and his congregation,

ARE WELCOME!

The Installation Service

sons will be held Sunday,

are encouraged to be in atten
dance for this service of com
mitment.

is on "Stewardship" the facil
itator will be Pastor Lyons.

Martin Luther King Jr. Day;
January 31st, Zora Neale

you desire Christian growth

Friday, January 2, 1998,
Monthly Business Meeting

come out and worship with

Sunday evening every month

will be held at 7:00 p.m. All

them on Sunday. The Mass

beginning

Members

Ministry is conducted by Sis.

OF SERVICE
sujj. Morning
Siot. Communion

Suo. 8TU

every Wednesday Evening at

their first meeting at 10:00

unity Temple Of Truth Church
511 Prescott St. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
The Church of the “Daily Word”

KINGDOM BUILDERS' CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
1:30pm - 3:00pm
7:00pm - 9:00pm

I Sunday Morning Adult Class

(813)898-2457
Prayer Line 1-800-308PUSH

Rev. Edward V. March. Pastor

affiliated with Unity School of Christianity,
1 PtTCT 1IJ

327-0997
Rev. Melvera
Hinton Brown

Nondenominational, multiracial, casually-dressed, congregation of believers who put Faith in Action

Bealsville Church Of God

fcfrUd eiwAck
Sunday School............ .......... ..."..............’..................™?ajn
Morning Worship.................
.......... ................... „
a’m
Baptist Training Union..............................................a,m'
Communion.........
............. .................p-m'

Sunday School: 10:00 a.m.
MomingService: 11:30 a.m.
Mid-Week Tues. Night: 7:30 p.m.
Counseling and Bible Teaching
For transportation: Call 866-2589

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

SUNDAY SERVICES
Sunday School..................................................... 10:00a.m.
Morning Worship...................................
11:30a.m.
YPWW.....................................................................6COp.m.
Evening Worship.......................................... 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday. Bible Band 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Prayer & Worship Service 7:30 p.m.

With Allah's Name,
The Merciful BenefaCtor,
The Merciful Redeemer

Masjid Al-Muminin

.............. ;................. .. -90 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study

... ,

Wednesdays........
.......
3
.................................... ...................... ........ 7:30 p.m
Joseph Gordon, Pastor

Churrh Whpro

Friday & Sundays at 1 p.m.
3762 18th Avenue South, St. Pete

GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER
4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church

Except God build the
house they labor in
vain that build it.
Ps. 127:1

SERVICE
Sunday School
9:30 -10:30
Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6:30
Wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

CENTER

Phone
(813) 328-9412
NURSERYAND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

' Pastor
SUNDAY
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worshlp 11:45 a.m.
Evening worship 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY
Bible Study 7:30 p.m.
FRIDAY
Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.
PRAYER TIMES
Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour
before service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.
RADIO BROADCAST
Sundays 7:45 a.m.
If you would like to come to church and do not have a way,
call 327-0997.

St. Joseph Church
2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg
Catholic Diocese of St. Petersburg

505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship.................................................................. 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School ......................................................
9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship .....................................................11:00 a.m.
Baptist Training Union............................................................. 5:00 p.m.
Bible Study/Prayer Service .................... Thursday 7:30 p.m.
Couples Ministry (3rd Sunday) .................................... 6:00 p.m.

Comejoin us at the Church where everyone is Welcome!

Sunday Services Are At:
9:00 a.m. Gospel Choir
11:00 a.m. Traditional Choir
Order of Service from the
Rev Earnest Jones, Pastor

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church

Father Callist Nypmbo

1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712
(813)327-0593
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship: 11:00
a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.

. .9:30 a.m.

The church where everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives.

Bethel Community
Baptist Church
1045 - 16th Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712
PHONE: 896-6722

Services
Sunday School
........8:45 a.m.
Worship Service .............. 10 a.m.
Prayer Services ....Wed., 6:30 p.m.
Bible Study.........Wed., 7:30 p.m.

African-American Catholic Hymnal

Stewart-Isom Memorial Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church

3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. warren, Pastor

Sunday School ............

\

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

Rev. Manuel L. Sykes
GRACE

____

Morning Worship ......11.00 a.m.

Islamic Services

GRACE
FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712
Rev. P.D.H. Leonard

Unity Village, Missouri

2006 Hollomon Road, Plant City, FL (So. of Hwy. 60)
Between Smith Ryals and Holloman Roads
Elder Martin Rainey, Pastor
1-737-1746

Meotlna * BflW Shiny

IwtMnntofHU,*,,,,

Christ Gospel Church

...... .9:30 a.m.

, We are TEMPORARILY
located at Lakewood U.C.C.
2601 54th Ave. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

O»< Surwto»>

7.3Q AM
0.30 AM
J.
31:00 AM
'
fcOO PM
>;
445 PM
XSSO AM « ZOO PM

REV. FRED L MAXWEIA, PASTOR

Sunday Morning Service . . . .11:00 a.m.-12 Noon
| Sunday School and Youth Education .10:00 a.m.

“A Place. fwi Satvatio*, SeuteU^eeOivts, and Service,!’

Blshop W.D. Holey. Pastor

iois W. CentralBMi

vice.

Saturday, January 3, 1998,

The Holy Ghost Church of God
Purchased With His Blood

Trip,

attend.

Deacons/Deaconess will have

813-822-8245

Festival

to

Bible Study will be held

Sunday Worship Service
Thursday Bible Study

Pastor's

The AWANA staff continues

be conducted during this ser

Evangelism Ministry has

2901 Fifth Avenue S.

17th,

Hurston

Betty Andrews.

Installation

Birthday; January 19th, Dr.

Eatonville, FL.

studies on the 1st and 3rd

I PE7CT 1*15

11th,

to provide bible-based learn

like to invite everyone to

Musician.

Workshop, 9:00 am-2:00pm;
January

ing activities for our youth. If

Baptist Church Family would

tion of Bro. Steve Wilson,

January 10th, Teacher's

along with Bible Study will

song service under the direc

We Welcome Your Letters to the Editor

January 11 at 10:00 am. You

1997, Praise and Worship

encourage

Church. Reverend Curtis L

Church with the Rev. Eddie

Prayer

Hour, 12:00 to 1:00 pm.

Other Activities for the Week:

p.m.

the church located at 2437

come and enjoy this New

are encouraged to attend.

6:00

Good Samaritan Community

be the Kingdom Builders

Midday

calling the church at 822-

at

1997 starting at 9:00 pm, at

Saturday

4869 and leaving a message.

Choir will be rendering the

Nathaniel Tindall and the

and Church communities to

January

Tuesday, January 6, 1997.

Rev.

Service on December 31,

The january stU(jy emphasis

Year.
Rev.

be

the Watch Night Services will

night

Nurture For Baptist Churches

wish everyone a happy New

Traveler's Rest Missionary

will

Service 10:00 am

served before the service.
Finance

Services

Calendar:

Wednesday

(NBC) continues to be
enlightening and informative,

All members are encouraged

New Years Watch

and writing tools. Meet us for

at 9:30 am.
The

annual

also sharing the Watch Night

Long invites all the public

for all elected and appointed

our Sunday Church School,

New Faith will have their

Irving Avenue South. Sharing

officers and committee per

"powered by Faith in "98" is

New Faith Free
Methodist Church

1:00 pm, bring your Bible

annual enrollment campaign

invited to enroll and attend

changes for coming year.

to attend our Thursday Noon

Department will begin the

person who desires to be

enhancement

is provided. You are welcome

School

on Sunday, January 4. Each

follow conclusion of mid-

church will fellowship will

Bay Pines. On Saturday after

please join us. Transportation

nance of Holy Communion

commune

Nguzo Saba ceremony. At

Baptist

church family invite you to

8:00 and ll"00 am. The ordi

conclusion of Watch Night

Watchnight Service will

for you and your family

join us for worship services at

All members are urged to
be

Pastor Lyons and the

Lord's

Midweek Service; Thursday,

vice.

Bethel
Metropolitan

Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

‘To God Be The Glory’

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church
3455 - 26th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL
33711
(813) 327-0554
"Church of The Open Door"
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/Praise & Prayer
7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study 12:00 noon -1:00
p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour 12:00 noon -1:00
p.m.
DR. HENRY J. LYONS, PASTOR
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Nite Riders Enjoy and Share The Spirit of Giving
ST. PETERSBURG- For
the past ten years, Donnie
Williams has been the presi
dent of the Nite Riders Van
Qub and during his presidency
the social club has grown into a
veiy laige community-oriented
social club. Just last year, along
with helping displaced, distressed and families .who were
in need, they also donated over
$5,500 to local charitable
groups in our community who
are making a positive differ
ence fet the lives of our chil
dren. £
E\®ry year, the club hosts
their Christmas Extravaganza,
which was held on Christmas
night. In spite of the heavy rain
that would normally keep us
within the comforts of our
home, hundreds of faithful
patrons met the Nite Rideis at
the downtown Coliseum to do
their own thing at this very
sophisticated, . spectacular
event. I
Honored during this event
was Michelle Lynch.
Photo highlights by pho
tographer Bill Thomas will
prove that a picture is worth a
thousand words.

PARTY AT THE ELKS
1331 - 18TH AVE. SO.
ST. PETERSBURG, FL

9:00PMi- 2:00AM
$3.00 DONATION
(PAY AT THE, DQOR)

FREE CHANPAGNE/PARTY
\

FAVORS

“Across the
Fence”
James B. Sanderlin Family Center
2335 - 22nd Avenue South

"Across the Fence"
CALENDAR OF PROGRAMS
EDUCATION
Business/Finance
Community Law - 1-3 p.m. Tuesdays
Computer Classes - Hosted by the Sanderlin
Center, Adults, Wed. and Fri. 6-8 p.m.
Tutorial, 4-6 p.m., Tuesday and Thursday

PRACTICAL
Nite G.E.D. Program (Night Classes) - 6-9 p.m.
Tuesday & Thursdays
Day G.E.D. Program — 8:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.,
Monday-Friday

SPIRITUALITY
Community Bible Study - 7-8 p.m., Wed.
Church Service - New Phila. Church - 9:00 a.m

WELLNESS
St. Pete Free Diabetic Class - 1:30-3:30 p.m., Tuesdays
Suncoast Epilepsy - Mondays & Wednesdays,
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m..
Free Clinic Exercise - 10-11:15 a.m., Tuesday & Friday

VIOLENCE
Safe Place Counseling ForAbuse — (youths & adults)
Thursday, 10 a.m.-7:30 p.m., Tuesday, 9:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
& Friday, 10 a.m.-2:30 p.m.

PARENTING
ParentIChild Developmental Group -Wednesday, 6-8 p.i
Community Parent Support Group - Monday, 6:30-7:30
P-m.

2:00 p.m., Sun.

KIDS’ACTIVITIES
Karate - (ages 6 & up) 6:15-7:15 p,.m., Tuesdays
Teen Council Workshop — 6:30-7:30 p.m., Tuesdays

MUSIC
Music Theory - 4-5 p.m., Monday
Music Lesson - 5-6 p.m., Monday

ALL EVENTS TO BE AT
THE JAMES B.
SANDERLIN FAMILY
CENTER

CALI. (813) 321-9444

Supported By
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——Gibbs Class of6 68 Hosts
ST. PETERSBURG- The
Gibbs High School Class of
1968 were the hosts to over
1700 Alumni and friends at
their Annual Christmas Holi
day Extravaganza, held at the
St. Petersbuig Coliseum. As the
evening wore on, this glittering
affair was flavored with an
array of dancing and socializ
ing. Everyone agreed that this
event was “one of the most
anticipated events of the year”.
To cap the holiday spirit off
the Gibbs Class of ‘68 spon
sored a homecoming mixer for
local and out of town members
and friends.

Theyll outgrow rattles, diapers
and sounds suck as “baba-gain-sapa?

11

After 24 months they
also
outgrow tbe Publix Baby Club?

How the Publix Baby Club3™ worts.
If you have a baby under 24 months of you’re pregnant now, you’re
eligible for the absolutely free Publix Baby Guff" Sign up and in
about four to' six weeks you'll receive coupons for all sorts of free
stuff: coupons for free baby .products, more members-only
coupons, a free newsletter
even membership itself is free.
First-time parents will also receive a helpful ; book from the
American Academy of Pediatrics, Caring For. Your Baby And Young
Child. It’s our way of saying welcome to our family. Hopefully we’IF
make the pregnancy-through-24 months time a little easier

Now about tbose coupons for free products.
Four to six weeks after you join the Pyblix Baby Clubsm we’ll- send
you coupons for free products. These aren’t trial sizes mind you.
They’re the real, full-sized products. And as we mentioned before,

How about some coupons, top?
We figure you could always; use coupons for other products
throughout the store, right?; So,as one more incentive to join the
Publix Baby Clubjm we’ll send you coupons to save you money on
lots of Publix and national brand items.

Did we mention tbis was free?
We think you’ve got the hint. But just so you know, Publix Baby
Club” membership is absolutely free. The only thing you need to
have going for you is a Child younger than 24 months or be an
expectant parent. Just visit the baby aisle in your neighborhood
Publix for all the enrollment information you’ll need, and join today,
And again, welcome to our family :

first-time parents will also receive that great book from the
American Academy of Pediatrics.Your complete guide to invaluable
medical and child-rearing advice for children from birth to age 5.

Free news by way of tbe free newsletter.
The Publix Baby Club” newsletter is a colorful and exciting way
to get some helpful hints. Every-few months you'll receive our
newsletter packed with oodles of practical tips and important
information on baby care and family life.

a Publix®
SUPER MARKETS

Where shopping is a pleasure.®
Number and type of coupons and items' in welcome package may change without notice.
Book available for first-time parents only.
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Successful Holiday Event-

o i ap,p.u

'UjEax:

South Georgia
Meat Market
1500 - 49th Street South

321-3334
Redesign your old gold andjewelry
Custom Jewelry

Master Jeweler &
Designer of Fine Jewelery

Charlie Akins

Repairs while you wait
The Market Place

Master Jeweler
(904) 696-7690

Saturday & Sunday Only

Pager 876-3145
Jacksonville, FL

1-95 North Exit 128
Row B Booth 23-27

7' Shear
Essence
TOTAL HAIR CARE
Extension Weaving and Braiding
New Customer Tuesday!

$35.00 Relaxers & Style
‘additional services not included

328-7189
328-7289
3425 22nd AVENUE SOUTH
ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33711

Star 16

Holiday Sales Packages
Now Available
featuring
*Rob Simone — voted Music Forum
magazine’s Best Urban DJ for 1995
and 1996! M-F 6-10am.
*Greg Alexandrea - Lunch Cafe
Mon.-Fri. 10am-3pm.
* Afternoon Traffic Jam with Ivan
Summers, Mon.-Fri. 3-7pm.
*A1_B. Evenings 7pm-12am.
Saturday mornings
and Sunday with Heavenly
Inspirations,
For A overtisino Call
Rinii.-x Anderson, baLes Manager'

327-9792 ,
REQUEST LINE 864-1600

OPEN MONDAYS,
TUES.-THURS. 9 AM-10 PM
• FRI. 9 AM-9 PM • SAT. 7 AM-8 PM

Office: 327-WRXB (9792)
1700 - 34th St. S., St. Pete, FL 33711

Chitterlings 10 lbs. $6.99
Hog Maws 3 lbs. $3.29
Ribs (Case) 30 lbs. (3J/2 down) $46.99
Baby Back Ribs
(Case) $17.99
Chicken Leg Quarters
Buy 5 lbs. Get 5 lbs. FREE $4.99

Hog Jaws $1.29 lb.
Fresh Ground Beef $1.39 lb.
Fresh Ground Beef 5 lbs. $5.99
Georgia Sausage
(Case) $17.99

17
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His survivors include his
wife,

St. Pete
Final Rites
ABERDEEN,

John

on December 20,1997. He
left to cherish his memories
several nieces and nephews,
Rev.

Clifford

Cannady, William Baker,
Jr., Gloria Howard, Eloise
Thomas and many other
sorrowing

relatives

Mae;

sons,

and

friends. Services by Creal
Funeral Home, St Peters
burg, FL.

of other family members
and

friends.

Resurrection

Funeral

Geoige, Larry and Joseph;

arrangements provided by

daughters, Ada McFarley

Young’s

and Traci Pittman. Many

Clearwater, FL_____

other relatives and friends.

passed to the great beyond

including

Lula

3,1998

Funeral Home,

MCCALL,

When

numbered days have

Zackie

ended and I’ve

William passed recently. He

reached the farther

by Creal Funeral Home, St

was the father of two fine

shore friends and

Petersburg, FL___________

sons, Antonio and Zackery

loved ones There will

S.

McCall; six sisters and a

greet me who have

entered into rest on Decem

host of other sorrowing

journeyed on before.

ber 17, 1997. Survivors to

family and friends. Funeral

cherish her memories is her

Services

devoted daughter, Yvonne P.

Isabell

provided

WARREN,

Margaret

And I’ll see

by

Odella Stokes departed this

my blest Redeemer

Young’s Funeral

Home,

life on December 11,1997.

Wondrous Savior,

King and husband Bernard

Clearwater, FL

_______

She leaves to cherish fond

Guide and friend, And

V. King; her grandchildren,

SAMUEL,

William

memories, three brothers,

together we’ll all

this

Ernest Stokes, Willie Stokes

journey through the

Yvelle and husband David

Nathaniel

Russell, Bernard V. King,

earth on December

18,

and wife, Willie Zell, Alvin

Sr. and Yvette R. King.

1997. He leaves to survive

Stokes and wife Bessie;

Many other family mem

his

departed

three sisters,

death:

a

daughter,

bers and friends Funeral

Wilmatine Harris and her

arrangements provided by

husband, Oscar, a step sister;

Ernestine Stokes; a son,

Creal Funeral Home, St.

Rosalee

Bobby

Petersburg, FL

aunts, one uncle and a host

devoted family and friends.

of

and

Funeral arrangements by

Funeral services

Chestnut Funeral Home,

Robinson.

other

Two

relatives

West

ages without end.

Lillie Bell

West, Mildred Gross and

friends.

and

Dear Father,
You have

other

given so much;
give one thing
more - a
grateful heart.

Gainesville, FL

provided by Young’s Funer
al Home, Clearwater, FL

Ocala

Gainesville
Final Rites

Final Rights

DRAYTON, Primus died

BROWN, Oscar passed
on December 9, 1997. His

leaves to cherish his memo

survivors

include

one

ries, one son, Melvin Dray

daughter, Belinda Scott; one

ton; his mother, Bemetha

sister, Charlotte Garrison;

and

stepfather,

Wiliam Cothren; his father,
Primus Killen and step
mother, Minnie Killen; five
brothers, Anthony Robin
son,

Andre

Charlton,

Leonard Charlton, Clifford
Charlton and Eric Charlton;
eight

sisters,

Barbara

McPerson, Theresa Smart,
Vanessa

Williams,

Stephanie Drayton, Clipper
Charlton,

,

THOMAS, Mary Jane

memories her sons, Eckie

Willie Garrison and a host

Lee

of nieces, nephews, cousins

and Alex Thomas;

daughters, Emma Bond-

and

field, Ida Mae Gordon and

Funeral arrangements by

Minnie Rainey. Her sister;

Cunningham

and

Latiana Killen.

Many other relatives and
friends. Services arranged

IN LARGO
• Baskin Cleaner, 1317 Baskiin Dr.
• Hair Is It; 11447 Ulmerton Rd.
• Helen Hair & Beauty Supplies, 11461
Ulmerton
Rd.
• Baskin Cafe, Baskin Drive
• Helm & Sons Cafe
• Rudy's Rib Shack
• Handy Corner Foods, 2325 119th St. N.

“Your Friends Who Care”

row to you through the years,
But start out bravely with a gallant smile;

SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI
TIES SINCE 1953 AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

And/or my sake and in my name,
Live on and do all things the same.

friends.

Feed not your loneliness on empty days,
But fill each wahing hour in useful ways,

Funeral

Reach out your hand in comfort and in cheer

LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WITH PERPETUAL CARE
CREMATION IS AVAILABLE

And I in turn will comfort you and hold you near;

Funeral arrangements pro

called home on December

And never, never he afraid to die,

vided by

21,1997. He is survived by

For I am waiting for you in the shy!

A.L. CUNNINGHAM

several nieces, nephews,

Home, St Petersburg, FL.

MVJ, 1409 N. Betty Lane
Wendy's Palace, 1411 N. Betty Lane
Evans Cosmeteria, 1706 N. Fort Harrison Ave.
Hairealistics, 1405AN. Myrtle Ave.
C&C Hair Design, 702 Greenwood
Condon Gardens Housing Authority

Funeral Home P.A.

not grieve and shed wild tears And hug your sor

JAMES, Julius A. was

Constance

•
•
•
•
•
•

•—CUNNINGHAM’S

other family and friends.

Creal Funeral

Ave.
• Nick's Econo Mart (S. Missouri Ave. &
Woodlawn)
• Ozzie's Palace of Beauty
• Grande Monde, 1841 Highland Ave N., Suite 3
• Ebony City, 1841 Highland Ave. N., Suite 1

When I must leave you for a little while, Please do

Home, Ocala, FL

Eloise Roberts and a host of

cousins and many sorrow

Richardson, Marie Hamil
ton

sorrowing

Carlton Street
• John's BarberShop, 1400 N. Greenwood

When I Must Leave You

Behn; one brother-in-law,

She leaves to mourn her

Johnnie's Barber Shop, Main Street
7-11, Temple Terrace Highway

IN CLEARWATER
• Charle's Barber Shop, 1405B N. Myrtle Ave.
• B&T Dept. Store, 1841 Highland Ave. N.
• A&A Cafeteria, Greenwood and Carlton
• Delric's Seafood, 1616 N. Ft. Harrison Ave.
• Eva's Beauty Box, corner of Greenwood &

Bl'sz

one sister-in-law, Neranda

died on December 20,1997.

IN TAMPA
Big John Bar-B-Q on 40th Street
Bar-B-Q King, Hillsborough Ave. & 34th St.
Marrison Drugs, 34th Street
Jackson Foods, 34th Street
Cole Barber Shop, 3407 E. Buffalo Avenue
College Hill Drug, 22nd Street
Lee Davis Center, 22nd Street
Tampa Urban League, Tampa Park Plaza
Bar-B-Q King on Main Street
B-Beautiful Beauty Salon, 3222 34th Street
N„ 248-5683
Cicily's Beauty Supply, 2301 Hillsborough
Ave., 238-0351
Manilla Lounge, 7th Avenue
Grace's Lounge, Albany Avenue
Boogie's Lounge, Main St. & Howard Ave.
Tampa Housing Offices, College Hill
Howard's Barber Shop on Main Street
Best Bros. Grocery & Deli, Howard Avenue
& Chestnut Street .
Amoco Gas Station on Nebraska & 7th Street
Orient Meats on Orient Road
Continental IGA Food, 22nd Causeway Blvd.
Kilbride Insurance on Nebraska
Cicely's Beauty Supplies, Palm River Plaza
Rent Club, Palm River Plaza
Pal's Pre-School, Palm River Plaza
Tampa Hair on North Florida
Golden Comb on Main Street

Amen.

on December 19,1997. He

Cothren

my

Funeral services provided

PATRICK,

You can find The Weekly Challenger
. at the following locations:

Clearwater
Final Rites

PALMER

732-5353

ing friends. Funeral arrange

Charles

ments by Summers Funeral

James passed on December

Home, Ocala, FL

15,1997 in the comfort of

Licensed Funeral
Directors

732-5354
732-5355

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., Ocala, FL

his home. Those he left

by Creal Funeral Home, St

were his four daughters,

Petersburg, FL

ALLEN,

Johnnie

Lee

died recently. He leaves to
cherish his memory a devot
ed wife, Lillie Allen; one
son, Johnnie Allen, Jr. and a
host of other loving relatives
and friends. Funeral ser
vices provided by Young’s
Funeral Home, Qearwater,
FL_______________________
BRYANT, Carrie Caffee
passed December 19,1997.
JONES, Cher Lajuan left

She leaves to cherish in

us to be with the Lord on

memory her two wonderful

December 22,

daughters, Wanda and Jush-

1997.She

leaves to mourn her passing,
one son, Ro’quan McClen

na

Bryant;

mother

Martha P. Joyner, Mary P.

Summers Funeral Home

Vereen and husband Alon
zo, Carol, Cena P. Gillis and

Gail Roseboro; two sons,
Donald
Angel

Ross
and

and wife,
Charles

J.

family

friends. Funeral arrange

- Psalms 145:3

ments provided by Chestnut
Funeral Home, Gainesville,
FL.

■

and Lawrence Jones; four

Cora

sisters, Shante, Dedra, Lori

Johnny Caffee, Jr. and a host

Jackson;

brother,

time of death.
We at Creal Funeral Homes have developed a PRE
FUNERAL ARRANGEMENT DISCOUNT PLAN. This gives
you the ability to make your pre-funeral ai.angements

and Stacey Jones. Many
uncles, aunts, cousins and

before the time of need.
This plan will include: Basic services of funeral director
and staff, preparation and care of deceased, embalming,
cosmetology, hairdressing, dressing and casketing. Use of
facilities and staff for viewing, transfer of deceased from
place of death to funeral home (50 mile radius), use of

other dear friends. Funeral
arrangements provided by
Creal Funeral Home, St.
Petersburg, FL

hearse for church or chapel service and two five passen
ger family cars. Steel 20 gauge non-protective casket.
Non-seal vault, one register book and thank you cards. For
information contact Creal Funeral Homes at 896-2602 or
898-9818. Serving from two convenient locations.

Charles S. Chestnut, III, L.F.D. • Charles S. Chestnut, IV, L.F.D.
Larry M. Saunders, L.F.D.
18 N.W. 8th Avenue
P.O.Box 592
Gainesville, FL 32602

(352) 372-2537
(352)377-6128
Fax: (352) 377-5678

When Family Matters
SMITH
FUNERAL HOME
1534 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
MCFARLEY,

Geoige,

‘Taking Time To Serve Others’

Planning Ahead Matters Too.
Don’t wait. We know that talking about funerals
isn’t easy. But its better to talk about and plan
together - now while you can - than to wait until
its too late. It makes it easier on everyone... reliev
ing stress on you and providing others with peace
of mind.

Sr. answered the Master’s

Pre-Planning - an expression of love

call on December 15,1997.

that’s easy and affordable.
You can select from guaranteed services and

Young’s

merchandise at today’s prices.

Funeral
Home

Ydcs/t/t/e/e.ffir/swrr/.Vm'/'/ri Yde/zt/rfr/'/'-itw.

442-2388

* 5290.00

** 3995.00

facilities for visitation, casket, vault and cemetery.

894-2266

** All Pre-Need plans can be funded through insurance
plans with affordable payments designed to fit your
budget.

1005 Howard Street

Clearwater, FL

Pre-Need

and Staff, all necessary transportation, embalming, use of

Robert C. Young

(Corner So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)

At-Need

*Prices include Professional Services of Funeral Director

A Full Service Firm

Funeral Director
Since 1975

Zion.

Hitt

Mortassiy

CREAL FUNERAL HOMES
Pre-Funeral Arrangement Discount Plan Only
Creal Funeral Homes serves many families during some of
the hardest times of their lives. The death of a loved one is
always painful, dealing with this grief makes it hard for
families to make all of the decisions which arise at the

father, Vurdia Hubbard and
Johnny Caffee, Sr.; sister,

Lillie T. Shelton L.F.D.
Alvis Summers L.F.D.
Notary Public

351-0566
2238 NW 10th St.
Ocala

understanding.”

and

and

don, her parents, Chloris

Limousine Rental Service

greatness is beyond

Palmer, Jr. and many other
sorrowing

'‘Personalized with the Utmost Dignity,
Confidence and Understanding.”

“The Lord is great and is
to be highly praised; his

husband Derrick and Linda

Call or stop in to discuss your funeral plans with us... Receive a Funeral Planning
Guide Free...

1

1700 49“ Street South, St Petersburg. Honda 33707 * Phone (813) 328-0466 • Fax # (813) 323-0701

Zion H31 Mortuary is very proud to announce that through God’s richest blessings, Zion Hill is now
open and fully operational. Z. H. M. is a full traditional service firm that offers a variety of
Professional services at affordable and efficient prices focused on today’s economy.
Special features of Z.H.M.
Professorial Staff
Spacious and Private Viewing Parlors
Large Chapel & Anointed Ministers
State at the art Preparation Laboratory
Handicap AccoaMil)

Special Services offered:
Memorials
Cremation Services
Shipping
Scattering of the Ashes Ceremony
Humanistic Services

“Service is the Soul's Highest Caliing”
Dwayne E. Matt, Licensed Funeral Director & Embalmer
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Classified Ads...Sure to get results!
f NEW SAVE UP TO 80% ON
Dental-Vision
Prescriptions

u

Apply Today
Immediate Hire

Pre-Established
Rates
$15/month
Household
$9/month - Individual. Over 200
Dental Procedures. Cosmetic
Dentistry & Specialists. Over
12,000 Optical Providers. Eye
Exams & Surgery. Over 35,000
Pharmacy Loc. & Mail Order.
Member/Sales Applications
Mailed.
Over 10,000/mth
Signing Up.

SNELLING
Personnel Services

Better Beepers

Warehouse
Production/Assembly
Shipping/Receiving
Clerical Positions

Temporary - Temp to Hire

813-577-9711

(813) 866-8106

TAMPA

TAMPA

951 E. 7th Ave.

1520 E. Fowler

Mon.-Sat 10:00-6:00

Mon.-Sat 9:00-7:00

PICK OF
THE
WEEK!

y

A

Unique Profession!!
Hands-on care of the
terminally ill.

Accepting Applications

586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

CHOOSE FROM 5 DIFFERENT COLORS
• 3 MONTHS FREE VOICE MAIL

Phone

• BEEPER RECRYSTAL

1-800-229-1091
Before buying, building or renovating |
commercial or residential property %

Employment Division
Office is Located at
One 4th St. N., 4th Floor
Mon., Wed., Fri. Only

Haring problems with:
Zoning • Board of Adjustment (BOA)
“ i'L la iron menial Developmenl (Zonimis^ion
(EDC) • Code Enforcement
Building Dept. - Permit."

f|

Consult with us first. Call for an
appointment now.

FOR INFORMATION ON

Car Jack Alarms
I CALL

AUTO SECURITY

WAG DESIGNS

-NSOUND

2515 - 15th Ave. S., St. Pete 33712
(813)327-1935

‘Must Present Coupon At Time Of Activation * Some Restrictions Apply.

Join our team! !

Call the Boley Job Line
for an up-to-date listing of employment
.\\\ng like

opportunities at: 822-8671. Applioations
taken at: 1236 Dr. M.L. King St. N., St.
Petersburg, Florida 33705. EOE/Drug
Free WorkplaCe
Free smoking cessation

-fc

PLACE rout
CLASSIFIED AD

(£

JK

TODAY1

£

5

Stop by the
jJ)
Weekly Challenger
office:
^2500 - 9th Street S.
'St, Petersburg'

brochures are a wailaWe
Io you through the
National Cancer Institule's

SAVE
WATER

Cancer Information Service.
Cal, toll foe, 1-SW4CANCER

nrt40M3un&

sp

JAMESTOWN
TOWNHOUSES
2,3, AND 4 BEDROOMS
$440 TO $575

You! Can Make A Differencehelp support our paper by
patronizing our advertisers!

1035 Burlington Ave. N.

893-7324

City of St. Petersburg
COMPUTER FOR
SALE: IBM 386 with
14 in. VGA monitor
and
keyboard.
Windows 3.0 plus
other software. Good
working
condition.
Great for a first-timer.
$400.00 OBO. Inquire
894-0235.

PHOTOS BY
BILL THOMAS
For All Your Photo Needs

BILL THOMAS PHOTOS
Weekly Challenger *896-2922
Home - 825-0384
Church Events * Banquets
Sohool Aotivities * Weddings
Sorority or Fraternity Activities
' Sports * Reunions
©ALLAHYTME
BAY

Bachelor's Degree account
ing or equivalent experience.
Two years both computer
experience and administra
tive environment required.
Resumes to: CASA, POB
414, St. Pete., FL 33731, Fax
813-821-7101, by January

HJGHT3

THE WEEKLY
CHALLENGER

23,1998.

2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

DIRECTOR
non-profit dom viol cntr.

MAIL SUBSCRIPTIONS
$30.00 - Yearly • $15.00 - 6 Months

Your Horoscope
March 21 to April Id

When the Moon energizes
your sign on the 4th and 5th, your new
found enthusiasm, plus a little help from a
friend, could improve your professional
standing. Under romantic starglow on the
9th, your love life could heat up.

City ___

State

Zip Code

Phone
Is this a renewal?

If so, who is your carrier?

Want a better love life and a
more enjoyable daily existence? it’s possi
ble now—Venus retrograding in Aquarius is
your chance to eliminate dead-end rela
tionships and focus on people and projects
that make you happy... for a change!

Taurus

Scorpio
October 23 to November 21

While a stellium in Aquarius
continues highlighting new career hori
zons, your search for greener profession
al pastures could reach a rewarding end.
This is your chance to fulfill promises
you’ve made to yourself; go for it!

Now that Chiron, the asteroid
of nutrition and healing, is firmly fixed in
your sign, achieving a fit, fabulous body
has never been more possible! Innovative
stars are encouraging you to reinvent
yourself, body and soul.

Gemini

Sagittarius

May 21 to June 21

November 22 to December 21

While savvy stars are making
you extra-smart with money, you could
hit upon a winning investment idea. With
Mercury in positive aspect to Jupiter, pre
pare for a phenomenal lucky streak by
buying an extra lottery ticket.

Cancer
June 22 to July 22

You could develop a sixth sense
about your mate’s wishes and desires while
the Sun glows in your partnership zone,
strengthening your loving rapport. A will
or contract could require attention while
the heavens focus on official business.

New ideas and information
are firing your imagination, inspiring you
every day—keep a notebook handy to jot
down your inventive schemes. With the
Sun in Capricorn, you could stumble
upon the lucrative chance of a lifetime.

Capricorn
December 22 to January 19

Under practical stars, money
matters such as the family budget will claim
center stage. Just don’t let these issues
deter you from enjoying some fun-filled
hours with loved ones on the 9th. The Sun
in your sign is highlighting your popularity.

Aquarius

July 23 to August 22

Address

September 23 to October 22

April 20 to May 20

Leu

Name

This is Venus’s last rendezvous
with your marriage zone for a while, and
with splendid travel aspects shining as well,
a getaway with your mate should prove
idyllic. Under positive stars, a work-related
dispute will be resolved in your favor.

January 20 to February 18

With the Sun transiting your
dream zone, all the activity in your sign
might make you want to hide out. But don’t
worry! By next week, things will settle
down and you’ll be able to relax. Your work
future has never looked brighter.

Due to the rising cost of printing,
Carrier Delivery will now be:
1 Year - $18.00

We welcome
your letters
to the editor.

VOICE MAH ONIY $1.99.

(BRING IN ANY MOTOROLA BEEPER)

ATTENTION

CITY OF
ST. PETERSBURG

414, St. Pete., FL 33731, Fax
813-821-7101, by 1/23/98.

AIRTIME 0NLY S3'99~

• 3 MONTHS VOICEMAIL

24 HR SERVICE
AVAILABLE

admin.
envirmnt.
req.
Resumes to: CASA, POB

821-BEEP

•FREE9
•BEEPER ACTIVATION

Strong hands-on fund accntg., budgetary, and org'l.
skills.
Exp.
in
Novell
Network comp. oper. and
trng.
(QuickBooks
Pro,
FundMaster - data base, MS
Office - Word, Excel, Power
Point). Pers. mngt. BA
Degree accntg. or equiv. exp.
Two yrs. comp. exp. and

Mon.-Sat 10:00-7:00

• PAGER HAS TIME STAMP

Bankruptcy OK

OPERATIONS

Mon.-Sat 9:00-7:00

INTER PAGERS

Bad Credit - No Credit *

FISCAL

1865 N. Highland

• PAGER HOLDS 16 NUMBERS

CREDIT LINE UP TO $2500.00

Strong
hands-on
fund
accounting, budgetary, and
organizational
skills.
Experience
in
Novell
Network computer opera
tions
and
training
(QuickBooks
Pro,
FundMaster - data base, MS
Office - Word, Excel, Power
Point). Personnel manage
ment
and
supervision.

880 3rd Ave. S.

231 -BEEP 231-BEEP 873-BEEP 231-BEEP 821-BEEP 821-BEEP 821-BEEP

VISA/MASTERCARD

FISCAL
OPERATIONS
DIRECTOR
for
mid-size,
non-profit
domestic violence center.

ST. PETE clearwaterI

Mon.-Sat 10:00-7:00 Mon.-Sat 10:00-7:00 Mon.-Sat 10:00-7:00

152 547 565
405
908 685 127

& HHA./CNAS
(Both FL cert, needed)

(813) 323-5959
1427 34th St. S.

4058 N. Armenia

1105 34th Sl. S.

CASH 3

RNs, LPNs
(FL License Required)

Is A Dangerous Problem

ST. PETE

5-13-27
54-59-41

FLORID

OF THE FLORIDA SUNCOAST

CAR-JACKING

TAMPA
2525 E. Hillsborough

Ojgjj^gjgjElp.lpji?jEiPiE!ElE!gig.ipi|gli?Jptpii?ipfii|iyi[?i[!*ip,'i?it?7prprpiprt?Tpiiiii?ipiyii?|[?ii7lpipii

Hospice

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

TAMPA

6 Months - $9.00
Make checks payable to:

The Weekly Challenger

September 22

a bit sassy? it’s no
wonder—the Sun’s injecting you with a
youthful glow, putting you in a playful, flir
tatious mood! Make the most of this extra
bounce by channeling it into a new form
of exercise, such as dancing or yoga.

February 19 to March 20

Over the past month, your social
life has picked up major steam, whisking
you into a round of laughter, conversation
and pleasant time spent with friends, foin
a club, charity or fund-raising group yow
to keep the momentum going indefinitely.
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